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INTRODUCTION 
One or his_earlier critics has said of John Steinbeck that 
~· he writes like a European novelist of the ·soil.l The truth is 
that like the European novelist he is intensely aware of the 
'elemental emotions and the habit patterns of man against the 
background of nature and he has explored their trngio ef·rects 
with the passionate fidelity of a great artist, In the history 
of American letters there have been few more tnourhtful observ-
ers of our cultural scene than Steinbeck, Throu~h the main-
stream of his writing runs a steady- current ot' speculation, a 
persistent inquiry into the real onuses that motivs.te the actions 
of people,, and this inquiry has lent to all his mn3or novels a 
depth an(~ a continuity. 
Steinbeck's chief concern has been with man's effort to 
find security in the drift or changing conditions. He attaches 
the greutest importance to this frantic struggle and he makes 
it evident, as any conscious artist must. that the struggle is 
not in itself an unrelated act but that it is symptomatic of 
a deeper and more restless compulsion common to all mankind --
an impulse so irresistible that he calls it "the ~eat drive 
of our people." 2 
To approach the philosophy of Steinbeck the customary 
channels of criticism are not enough. For Steinbeck, to say-
~> the least, is inde-pendent in his 3udgments and conclusions, 
1. Har17 Thornton Moore. The Novels of Steinbeck, 'P• ~9 
2. John Steinbeck, The Sea ot Cortez, p. 86 
1 
! 
.since the pattern of his·thought often escapes the orthodox 
frames of logic it is folly to tr7 fitting his ideas into ac-. 
cepted classifications or associating them too closely with 
current trends and movements. The critic must proceed along 
different lines altogether. 
What are the :tactors which have·influenced Steinbeok~'s 
·imaginative life? · P~rhaps the most signific''arit is a life-long 
passion for his native California, particularly the beautitul 
: region overlooking Monterey Bay. llot onl7 is this the land 
where "Steinbeck spent most of his lifel this is the world 
. ' . 
. that has contributed the realistic and· symbo.lio elements of ·. 
; 
1 his fictional loc~e'' as well. 1 
The area has served over and over again as the physical 
· background for his stories. The characteristics of its people 
often find their war with uncompromising candor into the pages '. 
of his books. One critic emphasises the point that.while work-
. ' ing in the fields as a boy, he "learned at least the motions 
'~ ~ ' 
· through which the agricultural workers must go, oame to under-
stand the small hopes and fears and ambitions of the floating 
population on which California depends for fulfillment of its· 
·seasonal labor requirements." 2 Finally it happened, as an ! " . 
ominous circumstance, that steinbeo~ q~~ ot 11 terary age 
at precisely· the time when a serious crisis deTeloped in the 
f4. · migratory l'abor protlem. 
1. Fred B. Millet, Oontemtorary American Authors. p.50 · 
· 2. Joseph Henry JaokSon.n Why Steinbeck ·.vrote the Grapes 
· of Wrath;Yide Carey McWilliams, Ill Fares the Land, p.42 . 
. i 
11 
. . . 
•' 
,, 
' 
,, 
,,, 
:f 
·' 
....... 
i~~ .. • 
' He had already tour books to his credit, none of them 
. successful or signifioant, when the Salinas lettuce strike 
broke out in 1936. . "low"·, said Kr. Jackson who studied stein• 
. beolt's be.okground·,"something happened under ius Tery nose, in 
. his own Salinas Va.lley." The story ot .In Dubious Battle (1936) 
' ' 
. was, in. one sense, the. result of this experi'eno~. 1 
1 
'i 
Steinbeck's literary etatUl"e increased so. rapidl7 that ,in . ~: 
· 1937., when the influx of migrants was at its height, he was 
persuaded to write a series of articles for: the Sari Francisco 
. !!!!• These articles were later reprinted as Their Blood is 
Strong. From the trend and tone of his subsequent work it is· 
. easy to assume that his extraordinary soa18l sensi ti T1 ty was .. 
,i 
·• affected then by what. he has called "the .shook of experience" ;8 i! 
.. and that his mind was troubled by issues inTolved in ~he re• 
ourre.nt oonf'liot between the landowners and their employees. 
The Steinbeck who sought· in The Pastures of Heaven the souroes 
. of human frustratio~ finds· "ita true origin in the social 
' ; .. ,,1' 
· .. pathology of an economic system both incoherent and inexousable."8 
'< I , 
The Ourse was indeed , the imposition upon the l.and of a mechani• :· 
., 
, cal oi vilizationl 
"' 
' ' 
Onder the impact of passionate conviction, his talent 
111 
~_began to reach a swift maturity. Within a few years, in 1939~ .1 . 
;l. ' ' ;' 
. appeared Stelnbeck•s climactic novel, The Grapes of wrath. The·: 
.publication of the book •. followed by the release of the motiOJl 
. ' 
1. Ill ~ares the Land, p.42 
2. Steinbeck's The Sea of Cortez, p.86 
3. Writers in Oriels, P• 266 
.,.,... ·picture ·of February 27, 1940, raised a hrore of excitement 
' which' haa not wholly . subsided. 1 
,·· 
·~ ' 
:. •.' 
' i 
.An interesting sidelight on this event is disclosed in a 
·'book by· Oarey YoWilliams, a we~l-dooumented stud7 of migra-
:tory labor, called Ill Fares the Land (19,2). In a personal 
. ,; note JloVlilliams gives an account of the storm stirred up by 
Steinbeck's work and at the same time reveals a practical ap~ 
. ~.plication of Steinbeck's philosophy. 2 
' . . 
:;: . The Grapes of ·wrath was published on April 14. 1939, and' 
' ···, 
; , .and within a year over 420,000 copies- had .;been sold --
.. 'r:- ·_.· Appearing at this particular t1ma, the .book had the effeos ·; 
': o~ a match being tossed into e. powder keg.· . C:alifornia had been 
·. ': in a state of considerable political tension since the General 
, .. : Strike and the Epic campaign of 1934. , •· Jot only had there· 
· : been muoh agitation over the problem of migre.torr labor from 
ii 1934 to 1938 and much ·agricultural labor unrest, but the mi· 
· ... ;;grant problem had by ·1939 become most acute. 3 
Governor Olson of California, in January 1939• appointed 
:;: Ur, McWilliams Ohief of the Division of Immigration and Roue-· 
f, 
'· ing, an agency which handled ~he problem of migratory workers. 
·. Several months later. in July. 1939, when HcWilliams*e first 
. ··volume, Factories in the Field, was published, it seemed Y 
· though· a campaign had been organised against the Associated 
Farmers. But H~Williams explains in both his books that he 
had.nc knowledge of Steinbeck's work along parallel lines. "I 
think it should also be stated•" he said, "that the manuscript 
• tor this vo;tume (:raotor1es in the Jlield) we.S ·forwarded to the 
l •. Ill ~ares the Land, P• 43-5 
2. 1!1 Fares the Land, P• 42-3 
3. Ibidem, P• 42 
, publishers ~ior to the time that Mr. John ,stein:beok's Grapes • 
. : of Wrath was published. " 1 Ifot on1y was UcWillie.ms unaware ,I 
·I 
i 
I 
~·of Steinbeck's project, but the fact· remains that he had ne•er :: 
( 
met John Steinbeck• Ye~, strangely enough,· ''to give the oon• 
I spiraoy a really murky atmosphere" f he adds some time later, 
' "the Steinbeck Committee to Aid Agricultural Workers had been 
formed in 1938, with the approval of ra. Steinbeck. and I was. 
j elected 1 ts first chairman•" 2 
When these oiroumstanoes were noted, regardless o~ ~heir 
I ooinoidenoe. the San Pranoiaoo Examiner flared out first with 
. . 
the headlines: Reds Blamed !2!: :Books .Q!!. W.sr:ant Laborers •' .. :fhe 
, . 
. : Associated Farmers took up the toroh and denounced .the works, .. 
' hinting that their appearance at approximately the same time 
'.might have even more sinister implioations• 
rtevertheless the events of the last ten years have vindi• . ' 
, oated John Steinbe~k. His serious attempts to evaluate the 
' 
.. responsibllitr for technological displacement in agriculture 
. . . 
i ha'!e brought enlightenment to 9: great reading public; his an~ . 
. lJSes of the motives involved in industrial· struggle are. grave 
: and challenging, and the measures which he suggests to restore 
,. 
· strength and dignity t.o the disinherited have_ been more than 
, thought-provoking. Yet ori tios have reviled him a~e.in and 
again; he has been aocused of being a Communist, a fellow. 
·traveler, and a trouble-maker, and threatened with .censorship. 
1. factories in the Field, p.lo 
a. Ill ~ares the Land, P•43 
v 
... 
I . • 
:. ' 
' (His'' novels have been interpreted as e. persistent. o.ttack·upon 
'· the \lhOle structure Of oapi talism:. 
··But why have many qualified or1 tios been blinded to the 
, sincerity of his moti vesT Wh:r Jls.ve the,- seemed to · oYerlook 
_: the '9'1 tal p'oints of his perspectives' 'l'h~ purpose of this 
,; thesis is to establish the prime faetor·a· ·whioh have directed 
1 Steinbeck's interest towards the :nagrant inhuman! tt of a teoh .... 
; nologioal o1 vilization and to discover the pattern of his ana~ 
: l~ioal thinking which. he hSs translated into unforgettable 
imagery through the ma.gio of his ne.rrati ve power. 
! 
I 
I 
I, INliU1!ANITY .!! CALIFORNIA'S RURAL HISTORY 
The t'iret step in understanding the motives of Steinbeck 
is a knowledge of California itself, since that state has 
played' such an important part in Steinbeck's work. The eco-
nomic histocy of.Oalifornia has been one of abysmal contrasts, 
On the one band -- · 
"In the saga of the States the chapter that is Cali~ornia 
has long fascinated the credulous and charmed the romantic," l 
But on the other hand, there has also existed another Californ-
ia -- a hidden chapter, full of exploitation, ruthlessness, and 
violence, 
Those practices of ~uman exploitation which Steinbeck dram-· 
atized so vividly were well established from earliest times. A ;· 
study of land grants in California which a'P-peared many years ago, 
revealed that the grabbing of large tracts had discouraged immi-• 
gration to the state more than any other factor. The existence ' 
of huge ownership units "made possible the eX"Ploitation of cheap' 
coolie labor; while the availability of great reserves of' cheap 
labor delayed the subdivision of land and prevented land settle-
ment by small individual owners." 2 Shady frontier character.s 
1 
and squatters were the first to help themselves to virgin terri· 
to1•y along the West Coast; but those men were amateurs in com-
parison with the hard-headed adventurers who came in the confUsed 
period after the acquisition of California, They, in turn, too2 ad-
1. Introduction to Carey McWilliams' !actories in the Field 
2. Ibidem. p, 103 
I 
·' 
i 
• vantage of the unsettled times in which "military law, Spanish 
law, .and American law were simultanetusly administered"; they 
' ~ challenged vague titles in the courts, bought up huge areas of 
.. ~~-~ 
,.: ... 
· old Spa.ilish land grants· which the easy-going Californios had 
owned, and stole vast domains by every ki_nd of artifice and 
' trickery. 1 Then, when the State Legislature was established 1 
. in 1848, · the new landholders proceeded bol~ly to make their 
•. plunder · legal·. 
In his novels Steinbeck has pictured clearly the conse-
. quenoes of this predatory greed. California's far-flung con-
; trBJ. valleys were found to be especially adapted to large-soale : 
agriculture. Statistics have revealed that "more than-36% of 
all iarge scale farms in the United States are located ·in Cal-. 
ifornia•" 2_ This situation was reinforced by the inability 
of the average farmer to buy productive land; the only acreage ' 
available to him being swampland or other submarginal soil 
. ' 
rejected by the great corporations~ The result is that broad 
stretches of farmland are now sown with a single orop; in one. 
area as far as the vision oan reach there may be nothing but 
wheat, in another.nothing but hops, and still another only 
grapes. The distances, however, are so vast that California 
is made up of a crazy-quilt pattern of crops reaching in every 
direction. The total .variety of fruits an~_ vegetables under 
normal conditione is great enough to ofter employment to the 
1. i,_i Gns1!11 to the Gtlden State, p.53 2. aotoriea in the Field, p.l47 
2 
,. 
·'· 
·' 
'· 
'• 
orop picker for several· months of the year if he. should traTel 
· from one ripened crop to the other. Yet the most amazing in~ 
: teger in the equation of West Ooast agriculture is not the 
. abun_danoe of crops e.s it is the abundance of labor to gather · 
) .. , . 
. i the orops -- labor tnade up of an anchorless · "'lass of workers 
\' 
:who have followed the harvesting seasons eto}idly• living in 
.. ;! 
.•. want and distress,. and yet foroed by circumstances to compete- ·i: 
'.for the marginal existence offered by large~scale farming~ 
' Modern technology has not only encouraged concentration 
of pro.duoti ve landholding but it has mechanis:ed the processes , 
•" 
, of planting and harvesting. industrialized agriculture, and 
· turned the farm i~to a. "factory in the field.". Its effect upon 
:. the relationship betw.een the -planter and the farmhand has been . 
.: revolutionary ·.too. The· traditional ties are no longer in ex-
istence; for the growth of industrialised agriculture is linked 
'with the availability in large numbers of short-term, seasonal 
workers. In 1930, the percentage of paid farm labor in the . 
. entire United States was 2&%; while in Oalifornia paid workB rs 
· made up 5'7% of all .persons gainfully employed in e.grioul ture. 1 
With the ownership of land so oonoentre.ted and the pro duo- · 
tion of crops dependent to suoh an extant upon the employment ot 
oasual labor. it is easy to understand that the problem of labor 
management must be quite oomplex. It is not surprising that the 
: history of migratory labor is one of foroe and violence: harsh 
suppression interrupted by frequent explosions of wrath. The 
1. Factories in the Field, p.l47 
' 8 
; . 
.. / 
full effeat of migration upon the sooial picture in rural Cali-
fornia was not felt until a decade ago when a flood of native 
, white farmhands invaded. the state from the "Dust Bowl" area: · 
· ; yt;t the teohnique~ of control on the one ha..."ld ana of resistanoe 
, on the other. were de"f.eloped long before the arrival of families' 
: like Steinbeck's Joads •. 
. "To unders t6lld why the valleys are .. made up of large feudal :: 
.: empires; to know why it is that farming has been replaced by · 
i: industrialised agriculture, the farm by the farm factory; to 
realize what is baok of the terror and violence'whioh breaks 
. out periodically in the farm valleys, it is necessary to know 
something of the social history of California. • • It ia a 
. story of nearly 70 years exploitation of minority racial and 
other groups by a powerful clique of landowners whose power is 
, based upon en anachronistic system of landownership dating from 
feudaliatio patterns of ownership and c:ontrol·." 1 · · 
The origins of racial abuse lay with the use of Inditm~:_ 
labor in the misai()ns during the heyday of Speni~h overlord-·· 
~ 
. . . 
l ship. Real labor violence, however, goes back to the e,.nti-
\ .Chinese agitation of 'the 1870's• It began with the compl~tion 
. .;: ~ 
of the first continental railroad iri 1869 whon an era of com-
parative independence for labor came abruptly to a. close.- The ; 
'• ,, 
workers "hard hit by the falling wages and the rising unemploy- i' 
ment of the depression-ridden deoa.de that followed, began to la; 
the blame for misfortunes on the thousands of Chinese coolie 
·railroad workers turned loose on the labor market." 2 Before 
the advent of Chinese labor in the field the Oalifornia farmer 
~~ depended for help upon the fruit tramp and the "bindle-stiff'' · · ' ( 
who came over tho dirt roads in spring with walking staff and 
1. Factories in the Field, P• 6-7 
2. Ibidem, :p.97 
-- : I 
4 i 
I 
~·' 
·- ----- ~--~·--- --- ··-------~_:___:--_• --_______ :: __ -______ _ 
:pack on baok and disappeared by winter i~to tho dark aide.· 
streets of San Franoisoo•s slums. 
. 
But now the greater stab•. 
ili ty of the ,Ohineae workers, as well as their adaptable na-· . 
. ture and self-effacement, delighted the farmer. It was onlr . 
. when the Chinese attempt6d to buy land· and ·'bargain for highe:r 
; ]' 
'·· 
,, wages that they became 'the oenter of a furious campaign of 
. ' 
.· ;; bitterness and exte~mina.tion. 
The outburst o:t hatred that was directed at them soon 
repeated itself in a similar pattern when workers imported from .· 
India at the turn of the century became overplentiful •. ··The 
·.farmers had bargained for their services· with the short-sighted : 
· greed that has oharaoterized their dealings with migratory la-
. bor in general; but as soon as there· was a surplus the eager-
.· ness of the landowners suddenly cooled and the Asiatics became 
· en object of soorn and fear. Then banda of terrorists organize~ 
, by the planters hounded the despised "ragheads" until they were 
. eliminated from the labor market. 
The farmers themselves had now learned the value of ool-; 
· leotive activity in protecting their economic interests. When 
the Filipinos and Japanese appeared in the harvesting seasons 
during the next decade. their arrival increased tbe urge to oom~ 
bine. The Japanese \Vero a special object of distrust. because . 
·, most of them had no intention to Join the floating population 
, indefinitely. As soon as possible they bought or rented 'small 
' holdings • in many oases land considered un:f'i t :f'or cul ti Tation. 
They managed their aoree eo thriftily that they outraged the 
6 
I 
I 
' 
' 
! 
I 
'' :· 
I 
i 
•· white workers and underbid white farmers at the wholeeole ma.rkot'• 
.. 
so onoe more a savage outory was raised against the "yellow: 
. ~~ ' 
· peril"• The persecution persisted in various forms with "mili• :; 
. . ,, 
. . ~ 
· ta.ry and patriotic groupe, merchants 1 e.aeooiations and labor. or•1 
. ganisations combined" until the Japanese ~~~-~-humiliated, se~e'J. 
. ' . ' 
i gated, and deprived of nearly all their rights. 1 The state 
· ', legislature, in response to popular olamor, even went so far as 
' :..:. :··.: ' ' .•. • ! 
' to pass an alien land· law in 1911 and to augment 1 t in 1913 with 
i·. ! 
·.the Wobb Act. barring aliens ineligible for citizenship from · 
• owning agrioul tural land in the state. When the Japanese oir-
:: 
: oumvented the law. by forming land corporations or by transfer- !. 
' ... ; . . . ' ,, 
.• ring titles to their American-born children, the "hue and or7 
foroed enactment in 1920 of the Asiatic Land Law. forbidding 
such evasions." 2 
Economic stability in labor relations might have been 
~ reached at least to the satisf'aation of the planters if the 
, most tragic migration of workers into California had not taken 
·: 
;• 
' 
, place after the depression years of the 1930's. This time, how• 
ever, there was a different element inTolved; the emigrants wers 
·not of the darker races, nor of alien birth, but were natiTe 
white Americans who oame from the blighted regions of Arkansas • : 
Oklahoma, and Texas, They were driven from 'their homes by blown 
topsoil which spread a blanket of dust "over their aorn, piled 
up on the tops of' fence posts, piled up on the wires. • •" 3 
1. California, A Guide to the Golden State, p.&o 
2. lbidem, p.62 
3. Jhe Grapes of Wrath, p.6 
6 
. ' 
' 
The magazine Business Week for June 3, .1937, estimated that: 
. . . . 
:30,000 fa.mi.lies had left the dust bowl and .:termed the shift in ,; ·· ··· 
'.population as ,.one of the greatest interstate migrations einoe 
:j 
. . 
, th~ gold rush." l .. The oircumatanoea surrounding their flight 
has been reoorded _with diaanting simplicity -- ., . 
· .. 
'·. ·' " 
On the highway leading into California. ther'e appeared in i 
the late 1930's, among the long lin~s.of streamlined automobiles, 
. more antiquated vehicles. Like the oovered wagons of earlier 
'days they carried all their owners' worldly goods: those ele-
,, mental neceasi tios that change but little i.n 80 years -- pots, 
pane, bedding, basins, washtubs. • • 2 . . 
But the newcomers were ignorant.of conditions that existed 
before their arrival. Few of them were informed that earlier 
·immigrants had swarmed over the rich fields so thickly that 
wages never rose abov.e the level accepted by coolie and peon 
.. labor; fewer still realised that they would be forced to make 
.homes under·oonditions "where in 1934 the Nation Labor Relations 
.Board found filth, squalor, an entire absence of sanitation, an4 
a orowding o:t human beings into totally inadequate tents or 
· orude structures built of boards, weeds • and anything that woo 
, found at hand to give a pi t1ful semblance of home e.t its worst. "3 
Their eoonom1c ailments were complicated by the unprece-
. dented number of hands in a aimilar'desperate plight. In 1938 
·the infiux from the dust bowl rose to 10,000 a month, and within 
three years the total reached 350,000. 4 The pressure :tor jobs· 
intensified competition to such a degree that conditions booame: 
1. Quoted from Factories in the Field, p.308-9 
2. CaliforniaA A Guide to tho Golden State, p.64 
3. Ibidem, P• 4-5 . · 
4. Ill Fares the Land, p.lO 
- ------~---------
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quite critical. It is difficult to estimate how disastrous the! 
II 
situation might have been if the migrants had not ~isoovered 
i 
spokesmen like John Steinbeck ·to call attention. to their plight!. 
Steinbeck dramatized their pitiful odyssey in terms that "will 
not soon be forgotten in America." 1 After the a~pearance of 
The Grapes of Wrath in 1939 1 Congress sent the Lafollette Com-
mittee to California to investigate the extent to which civil 
I 
liberties were being violated. In the cour~e of their research' 
they unearthed .the facts about changes that had already taken 
place ,in the set-up of California agriculture. Economists be-
gan to realize that these changes were likewise shaping ·the 
transformation of the American f'arm in general into an indus-
trialized nRronomy. 
·The Committee found that one constant factor in the devel··· 
. I 
opment of·Californiats large-scale agriculture has been an in-
creasing reliance upon cooperative organization -- in oultiva-
1 
tion,.harvesting, processing, marketing; in labor relationships 1 
and in management. They learned that there are still a great 
many individually owned-and-operated farms, but that in 19~9 
out of a total of l5o,ooo units, 2892 "large~s·oale" farms d.oini-1' 
·' 
nated the agricultural scene. Although these totaled only 
2.1 p'ercent of all the f'arm units in the state,· the)" produced 
28,5 percent of agricultural produce by value. hired 'the major-! 
ity of the 200.000 transient workers and ~aid ~5 ~eroent of 
the wap,e bill for labor. ! 
1. Ill Fares the Land• p.lO 
2. Ibidem• p.16 
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. The figUres are amasing, but they are no more emasing than 
.; the widespread integration of efforts and services whioh the · :t 
,. ·~ ·t 
', . ,, 
,· growers effected to increase their efficiency and control. Thie :; 
, concentration is not restricted to any particular produce or 
type of agrioulturo. : It applies to many major crops such as 
· apricots, asparagus, cotton, hops, lemons, lettuce, olives, 
. grapes, oranges, peaches, potatoes, prunes, rice, sugar beets, 
, and wheat. 1 Much of tho :farm land is held and cultivated by i 
an interlocking directorate of· corporations and enterp.risea. 
' . 
'Thei~ function is not only to grow the food, but,_ to supply the 
I , .. 
water for irrigation, the ohemio&ls for fertilising, the lumber , 
,. 
. . 
' for boxes, the finances for mechanical equipment and labor; , l'J.Ot 
only to harvest, but to pack, ship, advertise, ·and market tho 
· produce wherever there are consumers. 
Yany owners of smaller-scale farms have been forced to co• : 
operate with these huge agricultural. units almost to the point 
of surrendering their independence. Either thatt or they have 
taken the alternative of forming cooperatives among themselves 
the better to compete with the mass-production farms. 
1 
.Agrioul tural organisations in California. are now di vi dod 
into three principal categories which overlap in their functionS . · 
and membership. The firot group includes such bodies as the 
. Grange, the Farm Bureau Federation, the F~ers Educational and . 
: Cooperative Union, and Associated Farmers, Ina. These unite · 
into general organizations growers ongaged in all branches of 
1. Ill Fares tho Land, p.l.7 
., 
-I 
I 
i 
I 
------------~~~~-------------------
. • agr1oul ture. The second group embraces the marketing coopers.- : 
• tives auoh as the Oi~rus Growers Exoho,nSe.· the Prune and Apr,icot . 
. , .. 
.. Growers Association. and the Oelifornia Vfalnut Growers Assooia- .. 
. ;,: . -
. ' 
;: tion~ _The third~ ·repr~eented py combinations like the Wool 
•• Growers and Cattlemen*s Association, organizes almlbet on the • 
• I .. • • . ' ~ I . ' ' 
.. basis of a 'single industry the .:P9~~;-,; ... s;:R'!~l;~ •. _ s_h,e.~p-.raisers • 
:'beef-ranchers, and dairymen.l -~he purpose 'o:e' thee~ org&n1sa-
' .. 
! tiona is primarily to. protect the farmer_ a.Ild to provide -tor his 
- ,· economic betterment: the hazards of nature• .tll~ seasonal unc~,r~ .: 
j• tsinties of. distribution. the problems of lnbor ..... all these, ': 
i ---., 
: without cooperntiv~ 8.ct1on, ,would have beeti insurmountable to 
' ! . ' ·' - ., 
.''1 
:. the individual farmer. J 
' ., ~~ 
. ;.· The struggle. for economic improvement among the workers, . 
;.· 
. ]: baa been everi longer and more bitter. The lessons of communi- •. ,, 
': ty effort had to be learned in the midst: of 'ter'rible impover-
. ishment and violence, for organization of transients at first 
. proved 1neffect1 TEh The earliest known union of farm laborers 
· was. formed at San Jose, California, in 1903 .• 8 It was soon 
., . I 
:discovered, however, that the customary set-up of mai~taining 
permanent l9oals for dues-paying memberships. was impractical; 
· there was nothing rooted for pormanenoy about mob,ile labor.ere 
·who appeared on· th~ fields for a :neoting eeaeon of weeks nnd 
then vanished almost without trace. 
under the oiroumstances .the. pattern of mi~atory lebor· 
1. California! A Guide to the Golden State, P• 77-8 
2. laotorlea n the Field, p.1oo . . 
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was bound to be one of disorder. Steinbeck highlights the 
causes and gives a running aooount of the inflammatory condi· 
.. _ ... _.,.......,._. ________ ... 
'I .. 
,, 
i 11 
: tiona in Chapter- Nineteen, one of , the moe t significant in ~, , . ( ·r 
• Grapes of WJ:ath. a version of history whioh is unexcelled~ 
A moat lucid example of the deep-seated unrest which ex• 
: is ted in the past was the Wheatland Riot. ·· This revolt broke 
.: out on August 3, 1913 .at the ranoh of a hop gr~nrer named Durst, 
: near Wheatlend, Oalifo:rnia. Oarey JloWilliams, . in a· graphio 
·chapter of his book,summarises the affair thus: 
.. Wheatland, clearly marked as one of the most significant. 
· episodes in the his tory of migratory labor in the West, also : 
· ~· forms an important chapter in the social history of California. 
In the lurid illumination which the fires of .the riot cast 
,forth, the ugly facts about the condition of farm labor were. 
·. 'i; for the first time, thoroughly expose~ •. 1 ·· · 
·' r : 
The Wheatland Riot culminated several years of organise.-
!. 
·-r tional work and agitation by the Industrial Workers of the 
,. . , r 
' 
•• 
1 World. The roots of the I.~.w. -- if the organisation may be 
' .characterized as having roots -- were to be ·:found among the 
j' • ~ ~- • 
l workers of seasonal ocoupations • . especially in the outdoors .• 
!. 
::The wobblies who were themselves essentially ~i~atory, swept 
into the currents of farm labor shortly before the Firs.t World 
, War. They moved with the laborers and unionised them in tran-
sit. They adapted their techniques to the needs of the crop 
workers -- organisi~g them at the spot, o.olleoting low dues or 
· ~no dues at all, fighting meanwhile for better work standards,. 
The situation that sparked explosion at Wheatland was 
1. Paotories in the Field, p.l64 
' ', 
'! 
•.12' 
. later pictured by Oarleton w. Parker, executive secretary of 
. the State Commission of Immigration and Housing. in the follow.: 
' ~I 
~ . ing details: 
2800 pickers were camped on a treeless hill• • • Some were · 
in tents • some in topless squares of sacking. • • there was no . 
. provision for so.ni tation, no garbage disposal. The temperature : 
: during the week: remained near 105 °, and though the wells were: .· 
'· a mile from where the men, women, and children were· picking. • •. 
no water was sent into the fields. • • the OTercrowding of the ' 
; oamp was found to be aggravated by the faot that the ranch own• . 
· er had followed the practice of advertising for twice the nec• 1
1 
: essary numbers of ·pickers in order to keep down wage leTels. • · 
After the ;uprising came a reign of terror which nearly · : 
' wiped out all organization among the agri'oUl'tural worker~ for 
. some time. Within ~a· few months two of .the leading figures 
· among the wobblies -- Blaokie Ford and Herman Buhr -- were 
. · : arrested and tried at Marysville. Oalifornia.· · Herman Suhr had 
, I. . 
· .'not even been present when the riot occurred; but both he and 
, Ford were convicted of murder and sentenced to life imprison-
. ment nevertheless. 2 Then the I.w.w. itself was struck a 
death blow. Late in 1917 the u.s. Department of Justice sought 
out agitators for violation of war-time statutes. Wherever 
there were wobbly strongholds -- in Wichita, Sacramento, and 
Ohioago -- Federal agents rounded up the leaders, raided head~ 
· quarters, seized papers and books, and impounded union funds. 
When this assault was over the organization oollapsed and neTer ·, 
· recovered. 
Although the attempt to unionise the agricultural workers 
1, Oaliforniat' A Guide to the Golden State, p.lOl-2 
2. ~eople v. ord• 26 c8llf. App. 388 
, was ill-fated, however, the experienoet which some of the workers 
: gained was to serve -a useful purpose in the years ahead. For 
~· a most critical period for migratory labor existed during the 
depression years between ~929 and-1935. All this time ~1cu1- .· 
' '.. . 
:; tural production continued to rise and the 'yslue of the pro- , · ;: · 
, ducts. to mount, while farm wages on t~e other· hand ebbed stead·· 
. ily to an all-time low.l Those causes, coupled with housing 
·and economic conditions that went from bad to worse, started a 
. •f. • 
chain of events which led to rebellions "without precedent .in 
.. the history of labor in the United States." 2 The farm work• 
era had never conducted strikes of such magnitude and great 
.: social significance nor organised on aucli a scale before. 
The events of these disturbances are exceptionally well 
., ' ; 
:. documented and must haTe been a ringing chal~enge to the social , 
•·conscience of men like Steinbeck. Reporters appeared on the 
' .. 
· scene to chronicle the incidents and professional observers 
• have produced a formidable list of articles and books on the 
topio. In the midst of the fev~r~hea~ partisanship which news• 
gatherers encountered in the area factUal reporting required 
· exceptional restraintt. One witness, for instance, wrote under 
, the oaption1 l!'asoism on the West Ooaat, a story of the brutal! ty 
of fruit farmers in their offensive against organised work 
' 
. stoppages in the fruit fields. The onslaught took place in 
the Imperial Valley when 7,000 Kexican, white, and Filipino 
1. Factories in the l'ield, p.2ll· 
2. Ibidem, p.211 
~-
~ ·--·~-::;·-:---:- - .. -
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i lettuce pickers went on strike for wages of tWenty cents ~o 
I 
. thirty cents an hour, The tactics of suppression. used _against; 
~· :. the strikers were· those which had become classic in labor up-~ 
:risings: The growers formed quickly into strongarm squads. 
:hired men who were sworn in as deputies, arrested 400 of the. 
: strikers and flung ~2oo .into jail. The strike leaders. received 
savage beatings and some of them were escorted to the border 
, and dumped there with instrD.otiona not to return.1 
; 14 
In spite of this resistance the strikes spread like brush- .. 
· fire through tho state, w1 th outbreaks ooouring at Oxna.rd,Tulm:e, . 
.. B'reen<h San Jose, l!erced, Chico, .san Diego, Gridley. and Saora-
mento.2 The planters made no effort to hide the identity of 
forces used to quell them. In the case of the Imperial Valley . 
l 
: work stoppage, the Oalaxico Ohroniole of January 12, 1934, re• .i 
ported the "mobilization of the American Legion to check the 
: rising tide of strike sentiment"~ During .. tl,le ."Red" bjrsteria ' 
•' 
of that ;year "Tigilanta . oommi ttees" :were . formed· .in neo.rl;r every : 
' ' • ' ' ' F ~ • • 0 
. oi t;y • town, and rural district of Oalifornia. 8 
On the side of the workers there were other forces equall;r 
as zealous and ~ust as insistent.upon promoting their own social 
; philosophies, whether sinister or noble. The strike which was 
to extend the length of the entire San Joaquin Valle~ was al-
, ready underway when four organisers of the Oommunist Party ar-
• ~ rived tt lend.their support and exploit the party line. Th• 
1.-Ella Winter, in The Nation, ll'eb, 28, 1934, p.241 
2. Factories in the Field, p.219 
3. Terror in San Jose, The Nation, July 18, 1934 
.. 
>strikers not only accepted their services but enlisted oon-
·. aiderable support e.a well from among the small growers in the 
(~ , vicinity of Corcoran, where moat of the e.otivity centered. One 
[ local minister,, carrying a. :Bible, a Communist Party membership 
,. 
' oard, . and a union card, .exhorted the workers to oarry on their 
:: boyoott.l The work stoppage,whioh eventually involved 18.000 
':laborers, paralyzed the cotton industry throughout the wholo 
: valley. But a.:tte~ three weeks the strikers were able to force 
. the planters to make a favorable compromise. 
The techniques adopted by the workers on this oooasion 
,.have been depicted with remarkable realism by Steinbeck.~ -The 
· strikers, pooling their resources, rented as a headquarters a 
, emall forty-acre farm outeia.e Corcoran. They staked off 
streote, established a duty roster of guards to_watoh the on-
. :~ trOJJoea • and set up shelters· for a community of ~i ve thousand 
' mon, women,. and ohildrent Commi tteea of workers were then 
::selected to govern the oampa two trained nurses wero obtained; 
:, authorized personnel carefully supervised sanitary oondi tiona. 
? Throughout the whole affair 1 t was evident that .the workers 
:. had learned well the power of community action, the lesson 
that greater bargaining strength lay with the group. 
·• \ 
l.laotoriea in the Field, p.22l 
2.!n DUbious :Battle, Ohap. 8·15 
~16 
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i CHAPTER II • • • TH.E GRAPES OF WRATH ARE STORED 
- - ----• ','I' .. ~ '' ~' ' 
·Three: ye~a, after ~he.:Great strites.: John Steinbeck had the 
~.c\ :· oppo.~tunity 'to study conditions ins~ Jo~q~in v~1lej';' .At_ that 
l 
I ;. 
( 
f ' . . 
:' time new floods of migrants entered the state •.• The oompetiti~n 
f 
\ for work was &gain so savage that wages -reverted ~to what ther. · 
, •: had ,been during tho darkest depression years; and thousands :· 
· i of newa·omers. who· ·were: unable to find work• were stranded e.nA 
~- ·' . 
' . ' 
. threatened with starvation. The atmosphere .·of chaos vexed the , 
' . ~ : 
i temper of.Oalifornians who had too often been exposed to dis. 
1·1, .• • 
: turbanoe in the t:J.tate. The factors that.promptod Steinbock*e 
:writing In DubiOus Battle were still .. To.lid~ but~''ilow• in l93V~ 
when his examinat'ion of the struggle betw~en .Planter and picker 
·· wae more intenai ve,; .the events seemed to deepen his oonTiotions 
. :' ~- . ~ -~ >.: .. :, .. 
. : about the eoonomia';''oiroumstanoes shaping 'the lives ot men. 
'1 r",:: •_. • "; : ·'! · 
.. There i~ reason to believe that his -~t'iv.e concern with 
. :· 
. ~ " ' 
-<·::sooiSJ. diepari ty goes back· to the time when hie· tma.gine.tion 
., . ' 
!,~ 
·' . ,~. wa.a· ·playing over .:the events of Tortilla Flat (1935). The stor7 1 
. ·. ;, 
.. '. ~ . .. 
•. ·· ·;; 1 tael:t has ·been called "reminiscent of the folk epics of John. 
'. Henry· and Paul B~y~~\( 1 But beneath the· satiric and mook• · 
; epic content a· moral eignifioa.nao is disclosed in the notion 
·, 
•• 
1 
•. that "these marvelous paisanos gain their happiness by refusing ;:-
i1 
: the dominant values of our vaunted Ameri.oan civilisation: ther .-. 
··.acorn equally our competitive motivation and. our individue.lis- .. 
< tic power-rewards. n' 2 . 
. 
1. Uaxwell Geismar, Writers in Crisis, p.252 
2. Ibidem, p.263 
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The :publication of Tortilla: Flat, therefore,, .marks a split ' 
in the trends o'f Ste~nbeck' s imaA"inative thinking, a. shif't in · 
tendency, a deJ)arture 'from the portrayal of a ""-littering" -past 
. ~ '-·-· •. ., . . 
1. Maxwell Geismar, Writers in Cr1~1s. 'P• 24'7 
1'7 
it is ~erba~s unique among the ma3or novels. For even in his 
earliest contemplation of social grievances Steinbeckrealizes 
.· \. the ugliness or. the entire situation and he balanoes· his own 
ardor for the cause of labor·with a masterful portrayal of all 
the forces involved. An eminent critic has called attention 
:. 
I 
to the fact that there ·is a feeling of "uneasiness which ~ro­
foundly. affects 1n Dubious Batt±e", and he is oonvinced that 
"what. he attempts so blithely to portray, Steinbeck can't al-
together accept." l 
But In Dubious Battle is a trivial thing com~ared to the 
broad canvas of'The Gra]es of Wrath, and Steinbeck's attitudes a~ 
still'immature. 
In.the intervening years the subject had been growinR' i 
in hie mind and imagination. He had written ur. for a San Fran-! 
cisco newspaper hie observation on seasonal labor and life in 1 
the bunkhouses. He had visited the Oklahoma dust bowl which sent 
so many homeless families to California, and made the trek 
along with them. He had seen the uprooting of men in epio 
proportions. He had reflected on the broad social problems 
underlying the special predicament of the California orchards. 
And eo, taking hie departure naturally from what he had seen 
in his native valley• from the men and women of hie wwn ac-
quaintance in Uonterey County, he had let his thoup,ht widen 
out and deepen down until he was ready to make of hie story 
the vehicle of comprehensive and significant attitudes on 
the ma~or topics of social ~hilosophy. 2 ·I ., 
As, a vehicle for the most extended explanation of his 
philosophy, however, Steinbeck wrote The Sea of Cortez in 
collaboration with Edward F. Ricketts in 1941. This book will I 
probably reach its ultimate level as a classic in the science 
of marine biology; but over and above it will remain as a trib-
ute to Steinbeck's intellect, a testament which one may study 
1. l.!axweli Geismar~ in'.Writers 'in Cr"isis, -p.2fn 
.2. Amerio:::,n Fioti6n, 1920-1940, p.~:xo, J.w. Bee.oh 
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to pieoe together the moat vital elements of hie perspectives. 
There is a wealth of explanatory notes scattered almost at 
random through the work to document the issues developed in 
works of fiction. From the time that Steinbeck wns provoked 
i. 
hie< 
·I 
i 
1. 
into writing In Dubious Battle as a burning indictment of our 
19 
·· agricultural economy ur1til he shamed humanity with his terrible 
L 
,: 
'Pilgrim's progress of the Joads, the thoughts that he hne re- \' 
iterated in narrative form have now matured, .and they render a! 
,, 
direct glimpse into the working of hie mind and imagination. 
i . 
I~ot least among his ideas is his reoogni tion of that 
phenomenon which fa rather new to our sooiety; and that is, the 
development of a greater and greater relianoe upon coopereti ve , 
action to achieve or to retain a place of security. This ob-
servation seems to be a prime factor in his philosophy. ~he 
immediate problem is .to evaluate the impact of .. the movemm t 
and to identify its different tendencies l;lB Steinbeck pictures 
them in his novels• 
The cooperative elemE;mt will be subjected in this thesis 
to examination in four separate areas: (1) There will bo a. 
·study of the group spirit from the standpoint ~.f the 'people', 
I 
e.nd· (2) there will _also be a consideration of groups working in' 
opposition to 'the people'• (3) The family spirit in its var-
ious relationships will be investigated next -- not merely 
blood kin alone but the family in ita extensional pattern. that 
of friends drawn together by a bond of oommon interest for the ! 
sake of security. (4) Last to be assessed is the altruietio devo-
" ' 
' ..
':. 20 
tion of man to man, or cooperation on a level approaching the 
,. 
: philosophic. 
j: 
' . :i 
. Yost of the source material used comes from four of Stein• ,; 
, beok's novels •• In·Dubious Battle (1936), a skillful picture 
.;: of the olass s~rugglel The Grapes of Wrath (·1939), a monuman• 
.i: tal study of migrant Amerioa; Steinbeck's portrayal of the 
'people' under warconditions, The Moon is Down (1941), and 
.• his latest long novel, The Wayward Bus (194'1). In these workS 
• the aotivi ties of the group furnish the vi tal forces, the mo-
t! vee • and the goals; the human soul is revealed in the mass. 
But there are supplementary references from other works aa· well 
• i: in whioh the accent is not placed particularly on . the group -~ 
·:: 
' 
:: suoh stories as To a God Unknown (1933), Tortilla. Flat ·(1935), 
I, 
I . . 
i and Of Mioe and Men ·(193'1). 
The introduction has already sketched the factors that 
[.instigated the author's concern with sooial.oonflict; the main 
, .body of the· thesis will portray the baokSround to this struggle 
,, 
!: and attempt to piece together with illustrations from the no-
·i ,, 
vela themselves the total pioture of Steinbeck's ph~losophy. 
•• The final problem will 1.lbe to evaluate the. valid! ty of the a.u-
1 
':thor's' 'perspectives in the se1tgeist of a. soientifio and in-. 
•· dustrial age. 
. : 
,, \, 
CHAPTER III. STEINBECK'S OBSERVATIONS .P.IH_•_F_O~IN_T_E~D !! 
1THE SEA OF OORTEZ' 
- - - _,........,....., 
' ! ' 
·: 
:i 
The whole oonoeption of Steinbeck's philosophy seems based:: -
.• ,! 
.: on the premise that modern civilisation has 'a.f'feoted mankind-;.. · fl · 
! with e. change in v.al'UeB: .that is far-reaching 'in significance 
, and oatastrophi<l in the moral sanae. Steinbeck appreciates 
·.; : :• 
.: the historical tendencies that have influenced. the development ' 
.. ·.·' li ti. 
·, · 'i, of our present habit-patterns. Writing as a biologist i.~ his · 
. ~ ' 
, journal, The Sea of Cortez, however, he deplores our in~bility 
to appraise our own species as accurately as we m'easure the 
reactions of other creatures: 
. , • • • We do not object! vely observe our own species as ··a 
.. speoies, although we know the individual fairly well. When it · 
·1: seems that men may be kinder to men, that wars mal' not come :1 
· again, we completely ignore the record of our species. If we · :! 
; use the same smug observation on ourselves that we do on hermit ,; 
~r crabs we would be forced to say with the information on hand, . 1! 
: 'It is one 41agnostio tre.i t of Homo satiens that groups of in.L· · :! 
: di vi duals are periodically infeO't'ia.' wi h a feverish nervousness :: 
. that causes the individual to turn on and festroy not only his i 
':own kind• but the works oi' his own kind'. . · 
" The emphasis in this passage, as one can see, is on the 
. 
:words 'species• and *groups', not on 'individuals': and it is· 
evident that Steinbeck is concerned with this unreasoning in-
. tensity oi' mass emotion that engulfs tha individual and sweops 
him into acts of primitive violence whioh of. his own accord he 
~ would seldom have oourage to commit. 
The urge towards destruction seems to be ingrained in the 
1. Sea of Cortes, p.l6 
: habit-pattern of the mass, planted in the dark psychological 
:roots of the group; and it is unlikely that people, in a. ool-
.lective sense, would ever lose that impulse without a well-es-
, tablished 'mutation•. Suoh is Steinbeck's belief; for he 
·says --
When two crayfish meet they usually fight. One would say 
1 . that perhaps they might not at a future time, but without some 
.mutation it is not likely they will lose this trait. And per• 
• haps our species is not likely to forego war without some · 
.Psyohio mutation which at present, at least, does not seem 
imminent. l "· 
""' 
Then he fortifies his thought with a grim statement of the 
:causes that have led to lust and slaughter--
And if one place the blame for killing and destroying on 
economic insecurity, on inequality, on in3ustice, he is simply· 
.·stating the propos! tion in another way. 2 · 
With those wort! he establishes the basic principle of 
:his social. philosophy; but he goes on wistfully to add, how-
ever -
. When in the world there shall come 20,30,60 years without 
'evidence of our murder trait, under whatever system of justice 
tr economic security, then we may have a contrasting habit 
:•Pattern to examine. So far,· there is no such situation. 3 
But what has brought about the oondi tion of 1 inequali ty', 
. 'inJustice', and •economic insecurity'? Steinbeck realizes that 
those charaoteristios have become more pronounced than ever. in 
the mechanism of our modern oivilisation. He underscores their 1 
·~ importance when he observes, "The great drive of our people , . 
la The Sea of Cortez, P• 16 
2. Ibidem, p.16 
3. Ibidem, p.16 
• 
stems from inseouri ty. '! l 
The me.lad~ustments in our social economy, aooording to 
·: his thinking, oonoern more than the hSJSards of eoonomio ·fail-· 
. ure. more than the loss of steady ~ob ·or take-home pay; they 
' involve a universal pride in physical ownership •• a concept 
of the closest integration between man and the material de• 
tails of hie existence. 
Physiological man does not require this paraphernalia to (exist, but the whole man does. He is the only animal who liTes 
'' outside of himself, whose drive is in external things ·- pro-
: party, houses, money, ooncepts of power. He lives in his 
:· oi ties and his factories, in his business and job and art. 
1 But having projected himself into these external oomplexi ties~ 
: he is them. His house, his automobile are a part of him ••• 
If then the projection. the preoccupation of man, lies in ex-
. ternal things eo ·that even his eubjeotivi ty ia a mirror of · 
: houses and oars and grain elevatora; the plaoe to look for his 
'·mutation would be in the direction of his drive or, in other 
, works, the external things he deale w1 th. And here we oa.n 
;; readily find evidence of mutat1on.2 
! 
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,, 
,, 
,, 
The ownership of property, whioh people link with stability, 
' grew most desirable during the industrial revolution; therefore 
Steinbeck was inclined to consider that movement in our econo- : 
. ' 
: mio history as '~a true mutetion". Yet the coat momentous oha.nge 
. -( 
.: he found not in the past but in something going on at the pre• 
sent time; a change too ominous to eve~uate entirely. 
"The present tondenoy towards oolleotivism," he explains, 
''whether attributed to Marx or Hitler or Henry Ford .. might be 
~ as definite a mutation of the species as the lengthening neok 
1. The Sea of Cortez~ p.98 
2. Ibidem. p.87 
• ' 
• 
. of the evolving giraffe." 1 The foroe of this 'tendency' as 
_,.~\ 
. he observes 1 t, is. irrevocable: and' no L matter what course it 
: takes, "nothing stemming from thought oan 1hterfer~ with 1 t or 
. bend it". 2 
. " 
The quos tion is \Yhether he accepts this situation with 
-enthusiaam.;.;.snd the answer ·seems to be no. His reception ap .. 
pears to be conditioned upon reserve~ and perhaps actual dis-
: tae.te; for he continues in his analysis by s,aying: 
If then this tendency toward oollectivi•ation is a·muta-
. tion there is no reason to suppose it is for the better. It· 
is a rule in paleontology that ornamentation and complication 
precede extinction •. , .And our mutation, of which the assembly . 
·11ne, the collective farm, the mechanised army, .and the ma.tnf ., 
:production of· food ore evidences of even symptoms, might well· .·· 
correspond to the thloken1ng armor of the greet reptiles .-... a · 
: tendency that can end only in extinction, 3 , . . ·· 
So 1 t appears .that regardless of his. o;m. emotional re• 
aotion to it, Steinbeck is convinced· that the trend towardS 
•· collectivism bas reached an unusu81 growth and has become a 
dominant oharaoteristic of this age oven if it leads to dia-
. aster. For better or for worse, he feels there is more empha-
sis upon community endeavor of all kinds; upon unison, and upon 
' . 
mass undertaking, as if people had come to an instinctiTe real• 
ization that. their greatest hope towards retaining a place in 
our social structure depended upon their working together wit~­
in largo units • 
Steinbeck's novels are often filled with forbidding pio-
1. The Sea of Cortez, p.ee 
2. Ibidem, p.aa . 
3. Ibidem, p.ee 
., 
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tures of violence that occurs when divergent groupe clash in 
. promoting their aims; but almost as often, in the midst of tur-
~- moil, there is an affirmation of faith in those who are working ;: 
. out their social destinies. The ultimate goal of conflict and 
1 struggle is, of course, security; yet no security is permanent 
,; . 
:for anyone as long as its retention is based on a dog-in-the-
manger denial of similar stability to others. It is only when 
·.dominance and intrenchment are abolished that there is hope fQr 
.social peace. Otherwise from among the dispossessed there will 
.·always arise a challenger to continue the fight. 
One can think of the attached and dominant human who has 
captured the place, the property, and the security. He domin-
: ates h,is area. To protect it he has police who know him and · 
are dependent on him for a living ••• One would say that he 
is safe, that he would have many children, and that his seed 
·would in· a short time litter the world. But in his fight for 
• dominance he has pushed out others of his species who were not 
: so fit to dominate, and perhaps these have become wanderers. 
improperly clothed, ill fed. having no security and no find 
base. These should really perish, but the reverse seems true• 
'· The dominant human, in his security, grows soft and fearful. 
The lean and hungry grow strong, and the strongest of them are 
: selected out, Having nothing to lose and all to gain, these 
selected hungry and rapacious ones develop attack rather than 
. defense techniques and become strong1in them, so that one day . :! the dominant man is eliminated, • • 
The oonflio:t between the 'dominant humans• and 'the lean · 
I 
v. 
r ~-and hungry' among the d'isinheri ted is po~trayed with theatrical 
,; 
'i· ;; intensity in Steinbeck's novels-. Steinbeck pictures the· willin~ 
.. 
' ness of individuals\ to work together for .a oo.mmon cause as the 
. ,. 
·' 
• .• greatest source of strength to either side. In :the economic 
development of California the banded efforts of the farmers in 
·t 1. The Sea of Oortez • P• 96 
)'• .:; . 
\ 
'l 
·forming growers' cooperatives and vigilante societies resulted 
in increased efficiency and protection; among the migrant work· 
~ 1 wars the only reaiatanoe to exploitation lay with the strength 
:Of organisation and with the tiea of desperate loyalty. 
·• ' 
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CHAPTER IV. THE FLY-PAPER AND THE FLIES 
- --
Since the oase of the, migrant laborer was closest to his . 
•. heart, labor's point-of-view ia reflected moat frequently in 
· Steinbeck's stories. He thought of the underprivileged, the 
' 2'1 
,. 
I 
. I 
. ·I 
: diainherited, the conquered, and the dispossessed as being al-· 
moat in the same oe.tegory, and lumped th\1m together in his mind·. 
e.a 'the people', In this conception, however, he has evolved 
i 
.·an altogether unusual perspective in his storytelling technique.: 
:; He writes of 'the· people' as though there wore intuitive un-
.· written laws governing their joint actions~ or as i:t some secret 
i 
• i .• channel of sensi ti vi ty formed the mechanism for their oommunio..a..; · · 
tion. His stories are filled with references as to how the mass 
., responds to situations, and he has a great gift for depicting. { .. 
i. .·1 :! . great movements with a sweeping grandeur. 
' :~ 
Steinbeck's oonoept of *the people' is found most strik· 
ingly in.Ka Joad's oomment to Tom during a moment of discour-. 
'. '• I 
agement: 
"Why, Tom ·- us people will go on livin' when all them .1 
people is gone. Why, Tom, we're the people that live, They · 
e.in 1 t gonna wipe us out. Why, we're the ·people -- we go on." 1 i 
In a sombre description of group migration in California 
which makes up Chapter Twenty-one of the Grapes of Wrath, the 
migrants are mentioned as the 1people 1 several times,2 . The 
~·. .. ; 
chapter starts with "The moving, questing people were migrant~ 
1. The Grapes of Wrath, p.383 
2. lbldem, p.3,s5-8 · 
now," and ends with, "On the highways the people moved like 
ants and searched for work, ~or food. And the anger began to . 
· .. 28. 
ferment." .. h 
In The Uoon is Down there is a similar treatment of the 
people in en invaded· oolllltry. The 'people' were e.t first slow · 
to resist thoir conquerors, but finally the tim~ came for ao-
:: tion: 
"Well, people are talking •. " 
Annie sighed with tension, "Ah-h-hl" 
Joseph at last had opinions. "People sr~ getting together,~' 
he said. "They don't like to be conquered•" ~ 
But what brings about this solidarity among the common 
people? How do they "get together'' for coopere.ti ve aotion? 
' In his observance of human nature Steinbeck has notioed several 
• traits whioh may be enlisted for unity. 
One of the basio tendencies is the eagerness to retain 
sooial identity with the group, a bond of fellowship, espeoia~ly': 
where a community enterprise is involved. This oharaoteristio 
' .~ 
is pictured quite feelingly in an incident of' In Dubious Battle 
.where Lisa gives birth to her ohild inside one of the tents of ; 
'a work-camp. When Uao, the labor agitator, appealed to some · 
, men for aeeistanoe, ·"a change was in the air. The apathy was 
gone from the man. Sleepers were awakened and told, and added 
themselves to the group. A ourrent of excitement filled the 
{. 2 
' . jungle, but a kind of joyous exoi tement''. Later, llao •a 
1. The Moon is Down, p.77 
2. In Dubious Battle, p.67 
partner, Jim, asked him, ",'How did it happen? You didn't say , 
muoh but they stsrted working like a olock, and, they liked it. 
~~ They felt fine.' 
; 
• 
"'Sure they liked it. Hen always like to work together. 
There's a hw1ger in mon to work together.'," 
Mac's succeaa as an organizer, in fact, depended upon his 
ability to spur that fel~owship and direct it into action that 
would lead to collective security. 
The WayWard Bus provides another example of how teamNork I 
affected people. The incident in this particular case is of 
lesser importance but it shows how seldom Steinbeck lost an 
opportunity to emphasize his favorite theory. In one of the 
leisurely opening scenes of the book Juan Chicoy, the owner 
of the bus, started repairing his vehicle in the early hours 
of the morning. His helper. Pimples Carson, fought off aleep 
to work with him. 
Suddenly the l1ghts in the lunchroom sprang on and the 
geranium border around the building leaped into being. Juan 
glanced towards the lights. ''Alice is up," he said. "Won 1 t 
be l~ng till the coffee's ready. Come on, let's move tho rear 
end in now." 
The two men worked together well. Each understood what 
was to be_ done. Each did his piece. Pimples lay on his back 
too, tightening the housing nuts, and in the teamwork a good 
feeling came to him. 2 
The moat striking instance of fellowship, however, occurs 
'i 
I 
-,• near the end of The Grapes of Wrath when Rosssharn was in the 
midst of labor. The flood-waters were reaohin~ the box oar where 
women were helping· her when Pa "hurried to the lowest part of 
1. In Dubious Battle, p.61 
2. The Wa:vward Bus, p.24 
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: the bank and drove his shovel into the mud. • • And beside him 
· the other men ranged themselves. They heaped the mud up in a 
. :long embankment, and those who had no shovels out live willow 
•: whips and wove them in a mat and kicked them into the bank. , . 
·:Over the ,men oame a fury of work, a fury ot be.ttle, When one 
-man dropped his shovel, another took it up."l 
The aotion of In ·nubious Battle is also illustrative of 
the same principle: an emerge~oy or a definite objective brings 
. unity and identity ot interest. There is one incident espe• 
· cially to emphasize this point, the incident where' the strikers 
· learn that they have been given a few acres of land on which 
• to camp. 
• • , ''We got to get out o' here. We got a ranch to stay 
on. There's goin' to be order, too. That's the only way we 
oan win this, We all got to take orders, Now the guys that 
got cars take all the women an' kids an' the truck that can • t 
- be carried. The rest'll have to walk. Now be nice. Don't 
.·break nothing-- yet. An' stay together. While you're gettin' 
, · your stuff picked up, London wants to see his committee." 
• • • Their laughter was heavy. Into the rooms they 
-swarmed, and carried out their things and piled them on the 
· ground •• pots and kettles, blankets, bundles of clothing. The 
· women _rolled out push-carts for the children_. • ,2 
Another reference to the scene where Lisa's baby is born, 
is necessary to supplement the theory that people find joy in 
:· ·cooperation. Uao had only to ask for volunteer.s to oontri bute 
their services or for articles of white cloth to be used dur-
-- ing the process of birth. The responsa was eager and over- , 
-· . \ whelming. After the birth, Jim said --
1. The Grapes of Wrath, p,699 
2. In Dubious Battle, p.l32 
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"You didn't need all that cloth. Why did you tell London 
·to burn it?" 
'31 
"Look, Jim; Don't you see? Every man who. gave part of his 
: olothea felt that the work was his own. They all feel reapon-
. sible for that baby. It's theirs, because something from them . 
. went to it. To give baok the cloth would out t'hem o~t. There's:. 
no better way to, make men part of a movement .. than to have them 
give something to 1 t. • !'" 1 . . . . 
The final episode of The Wayward Bus presents a picture o:t' 
:. wholehearted cooperation under oondi tiona only slightly less 
' discouraging than :those at the e;nd o:t' The Grapes of Wrath. Juan. 
:Ohiooy had foundered his bus in the mud of the baok road so 
deepl;y that it took all the efforts of the driver and passon-
. gers to r.estore i.t to dry roadbed again. 
,, 
·· .. · ·~~ Ou.ts.id.e, Pimples was performing miracles of muscle and ·£or• 
'titu<I.e. His two-toned oxfords were destroyed with mud ••• 
Ernest Horton took a pickax and cross.ed the ditch. He 
'picked away the turf and roota and topsoil until he found what 
he wanted. The bro~en stone from the ancient crash of the hill. 
He lifted th·e stones out and piled them on the grass beside his · 
hole. . · · 
. Oa.mi~l~ came over to him. ''I '11 help you oarry some of 
:these down. 2 
Thus each oontriputes hie share and experiences the joy 
,of working together, end in that joy may be iound peace and 
stability. 
Of all t~1e ~dhsai vee that unite the group towards aauocia-
:tive aotion the urge for seourity is the most binding. In 
.Steinbeck's world of viole~t transltione, where nothing remains , 
·:fixed and ~here etabi.lity is, often an uncertain and marginal : 
·'thing, the searoh .for, eeouri ty is intense. Life i tsol:t' under 
such con~i tiona is .fre.quently measured by tho meanest economic 
. , . 
. • ,t• 1. In Dubious Battle, p.6l 
2. The Wayward Bus, p.306 
--------------------------------~~~.~~~~. --~ 
foot-rule. 
'Three dollar's a day. I get damn aiok o·f creeping for my. ;: 
• dinner -- and not getting 1 t, I got a wife and kids. 'JJe got .· 
to e·at. Three dollars a day, and 1 t oomes every day.' 1 ' 
But there are many for whom even a "three dollars a day'' 
.:' eoale of values does not exist. They have nothing but grind-
. ,;~ 
:• ing poverty to bring despair to the heart and to broaden the 
! psychic dimensions of their resentment and bi tterneas. 
A typical instance is piotured.in Grapes of Wrath: 
•suppose they's a hundred men wanta that. Job. Suppose 
': 
them men got kids, and them kids is hungry. Suppose a lousy 
dime'll buy a box a mush for them kids. Suppose a niokel'll 
buy at leaa' somepin for them kids. An' you got a hundred mon. , 
··Jus' offer •em a niokel -- why they'll kill ·eaoh other fight-
ing for that nickel. Know what they was payin', las• job I · 
·had? Fifteen cents an hour. Ten hours for a dollar and· a 
. half, and ya oan't stay on tho place. Got to burn gasoline 
~. gettin 1 there.' He was panting with anger, and his eyes blazed 
with hate. 2 : 
Squeezed by suob poverty, the wretched often arouse them-
selves to begin a fearful searoh for security. Wherever there 
· is need, families like the Joads in The Grapes of Wrath or 
London and his daughter of In Dubious Battle are driven to 
· adJust themselves in different ways. Frequently they take to 
, the highways and 3oin an army of frantic migrants -- "' • • • 
Moving 'oause they want somepin better 1n what they got. An' 
'that's tho on•y way they'll ever git it. Wantin' it an• need-
in' it, they'll go out an' git it.'" 3 
There along ·the roadside the uprooted wander in an odys· 
1. The Grapes of Wrath, pl 50 
2. Ibidem, p.334 
3. Ibidem; p.l73 
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·• sey of, bewilderment until a small group gathers at some point, 
... perhaps one that offers a natural shelter. !Then oftentimes· 
t•• \ :tho first miracle occurs whioh gives the group an· intimation 
, 
of their real power. Solitude begins changing to sociability; 
·the gravest hurt is soothed· with comradeship; and the whole 
:pattern 1s transformed into something rich and strange. For 
.·no matter how deep the sense of loss a.nd loneliness it takes 
· the personal philanthropy of friendship to renew the will and 
· restore a dignity to the soul. This is a cardinal principle 
; of Steinbeck's. He explains his point in a passage of sonor-
. our beauty. 
One man. one family driven from the land; this rusty oar 
: creaking along the highway to the \Veat. I lost my land, a 
. single tractor took my land. I am alone and I am bewildered. 
And in. the night one family camps in a ditch and another fam• 
· ily pulls in and the tents come out. The two men squat on 
:. their hams and the women and children listen. Here is the 
node, you who hate change and fear revolution. Keep these 
· two squatting men apart; make them hate. fear, suspect each 
other. Here is the anlage of the thing you fear. This is the 
zygote. .l'or here "I lost my land'' is oho.nged; a cell is split 
and from its splitting grows the thing you hate -- "We lost 
our land." The danger 1s here, for two men are not as lonely· 
iiid perplexed as one. And :from this :first "we" there grows 
a still more dangerous thing: "I have a little f'ood" plus "I 
. have none." If from this problem the sum is ''We have a 11 ttlo 
food,'' the thing is on its way, the movement has direotion. 1 
Perhaps in an open field or near a ditch the nucleus of 
cooperative action oomes into being. There in the transient 
communities the migrants soon find oonfidenae in sharing their 
~ · belongings. They learn the joy of' building through collective 
1. Grapes of Wrath, p.206 
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· enterprise. They experience the safety of social insurance; 
'·and they evolve a code of social conduct baaed upon their ac .. 
•· tual needs, not upon the calcified procedure of trudition. 
The families moved westwe.rd, a.nd the technique of build-· 
'· ing the worlds improved .so that the people o·ould be safe in . 
:their worlds; and .the form was so fixed that a family acting 
: in the rules knew it was safe in the rules. 
. There grew up government in the worlds, with leaders • with ·· 
: elders. A man who was wise found that his wisdom was needed in :. 
i every camp; a man who was a fool could not change his folly 
. ·! with his world. And a kind of insurance developed in these 
· ' nights. A man with food fed a hungry man • and thus insured :, 
i· himself against hunger, And when a. baby died a pile of silver 
.coins grew at the door flap, for a baby must be well buried, 
:. since 1 t has had nothing else of life. An old man may be left 
· in.·. a potter's field, but not a baby. 1 
. 
This new spirit, it is true, is often a spontaneous 1m- · 
: pulse born of desperation. For any extended .. amount of cooper a-
• : ti ve aotivi ty, however, the original emotions would eventually 
.. , . ' 
. :; lOSE!! their COmbustiVe qUalitieS if they we;r:-e not directed -prop- :; 
Then it is imperative for the group· to;. :find· someone \fi th 
~ . .-
.. ~. . 1 . J - :-.. 
.· ~ •. the qualities of l:oad:ership to lend them d~l:vrng powers. · What 
, :··,· 
: sort. of person is qunlified to nat sa leader? Those tra.i te are,. 
·t 
·.··· 
not easy' to define,' .but they. are recognizable nevertheless -- · 
' .. : j 
/ ':,' . 
• • ·• "Who' a· London?". he asked. Leen-faco.··'answered him. 
,, "London' a a good guy -- a big ~Y· \Ve .t.ravel: with him. . He •a 
a big guy." · .. ·. 
"The bose, huh?" ·i 
"Well no he"s1n1 ·t a boss but he's a ·good guw. We tra- 1· 
. • ' . • ., 2 
, .. vel with him. You ought to hear him talk to a oop." . ;: · 
' ~ ... ·1 ' ... ' . ' s 
. ' 
It is easily. seen that whatever qualifications Steinbeclt: 
ii 
. ' '~ 
. :· ·~r , 
, 
'··: 
1. Grapes of Wrath, p.266 
2. In Dubious Battle, p.62 , ·L . 
. , 
.,. 
•.'· ,. 
. considers necessary for "the big guy~ he ruled out the posai-
. bili ty of his being obeyed as a ''boss". He must be one of the 
.. 'people'• No matter how desperate a bid for strength the group 
. is making, no matter how grave the need for discipline, the 
.. leader must consult the group and command through the effect 
of his personality. 
There is an especially vivid picture of suoh a man in the 
stor~ Of Mice and Ken: 
A tall man stood in the doorway. He held a crushed Stet-
son hat under his arm while he combed his long, blaok, damp · 
•: hair straight back. Like the others he wore. blue jeans and a 
:, short denim ~acket. When he had finished combing his hair he 
moved into the room, and he moved with a majesty only achieved 
by royalty and master craftsmen. He was a jerkline skinner, ·: 
the prince of the ranoh, capable of driving ten, sixteen, even : 
twenty mules with a single line to the leaders. He was capable 
; of killing a fiy on the wheeler' a butt with a bull whip with-: 
, out touching the mule. There was a gravity in his manner and 
i: a quiet so profound that all talk stopped when he spoke. His 
•· author! ty was so great that his word was taken on any subject, 
i be 1 t poll tics or lo:ve. This was Slim, the jerkline skinner. l •· 
A contrasting example m~ be found in The Moon is Down, 
with the first glimpse of Uayor Orden -· 
''Be had been Mayor so long that he was t·he Idee.-Uayor in 
. the town. • • He and his office were one. It had given him 
: dignity and he had given 1 t warmth:' 2 
Perhaps the «big guy~ prinoiple ie enough ln itself to 
motivate oonfidenoe, sinoe the group is likely to favor the 
r·, . person who is bold, determined and calm. But Steinbeck is em• 
\ 
1. Of Uioe and Uen, p.6l 
2. ~he koon Is Down, p.2l 
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pbatio in his belief, however, that th~re is too much at stake 
' for arbitrary leadership. that authority "has to oome f~o• the 
I 
men"• l There must be a democratic process invol~ed in se-
lecting the right leader. The group confers the honor usual-
ly on the one among them whose Judgment is always cool and 
whose head remains level in any emergency. 
There is a hint of how the selection is made in the story, 
In Dubious Battle, when Mao suggests to the strikers: 
. 36 
You guys oan think 1 t over, and then you can maybe get the :~ 
whole bunch to vote on it. Moat strikes break dO~ because they 
· ·· • got no discipline. · Suppose we diVide the men iri squads • let·· .. · · 
eaoh squad elect a leader, and then he's responsible for his 
squad. We oan work. 'em in groups then, .. . . 
: ·, · One of the men said, "Lot of these guys was in the army. 
·They di'n't like it. none." · 
"Sure the7 didn't. They was fightin 1 some other guy's 
;. war. They had officers shoved down their throats. If they 
: elect their officers and fight their own war, 'it'd be differ•. 
ent." ··.···· · ·' · 
;. . "Most o• these guys don't like no officers." 
.. ; " ••• If the squad don • t like the lead,er, let 'em· vote 
. ; him into the ranlta and elect another leader. • • " 2 
Not only is Steinbeck definite about·the characteristics 
;; 'which designate a leader but there is a great frame of refer• · 
: ence in his works as evidenoe of his thinking in this respect. 
He hammers away at 'the importance of leadership in organizing 
and bargaining for security. Firat of all, the leader must 
be courageous --
London walked fieroely into tho crowd of men. "You guys 
get baok," he oried. "You got enough to do w1.thout no kid 
triokB. Go on, now, get baok where you belong." The author-
1. In Dubious Battle, p.GO 
·2. Ibidem. p.l54 
; ity of the man drove them sullenly back, but they dispersed 
. reluctantly. 
The deputy shouted, 1"Yo~ keep those guys in order or we'll do it with Winchesters." 
( 
The leader must be conscious that his authority is be-
stowed upon him by the •people' and that it can be removed at. 
. . 
the people's will. This point Steinbeck underscores in The 
-
Moon is Down particularly. When Mayor Orden, for instance, is 
• pressed by enemy officers to "cooperate", he replies: 
• • • "This is a little town. I don't know. The people 
are confused and eo am I." 
"But will you try to cooperate?" 
Orden shook his head. "I don't know. \Vhen the town makes 
. up its mind what it wants to do, I'll probably do that." 
· "But you are·the authority." 
Orden smiled. "You won't believe this, but it is true: 
authority is in the town. I don't know how or why, but it 
is so. This means that we cannot aot as quickly as you can, 
but when a direction is setA we all act together. I am con-
' ~fused. I don 1 t know yet." ~ 
: The most significant statement is that ''authority is in 
·the town~, sinoe it emphasizes again Steinbeck's consistent 
· loyalty to the democratic ideal. 
,In one instance he has Mayor Orden say, "Sir, I am of 
this people •• , Some people accept appointed leaders and obey 
them. But my people have elected me. They made me and they 
. can unmake me. · • • n 3 
Later on, the mystical powers of democratio authority is 
further asserted --
1. In Dubious Battle, n.l40 
2. ~he Moon Is Dawn, p:40·1 
3. Ibidem, p.56 
', 3'1 
"• •• Orden must be held against rebellion." 
•• And if they rebel and we shoot Orden?" 
"Then the little dootor is next; although he holds no 
position he is next in authority in the town." 
"But he holds no office." 
"He has the confidence of the people." . , 
"And when we shoot him, then what?" · 
"Then we have the au:thority ••• When we havekilled the 
::leaders, the rebellion, will be broken." ~ 
: . Lanser asked quizzioally, "Do you really think: so?" 1, 
Towards the end of the story, when the Mayor's life is 
made forfeit, the ·idea of a democratic procedure in replacing· 
; a leader is further developed. Dr •. Winter,, who is highly 
respected in the community, makes the observation, when Orden 
;' oon tinued ''as though. he had been ta.l.king'' : 
~ 
"You know, I oouldn't stop it if I wanted to." 
"I know," said Winter, "but they don't know •. " And he 
I; went on with a thought he had been having. "A time-minded 
. ::people," he said, "and the time is nearly up. They think that 
:; just because they have only one leader end one head, we are 
· all like that. They know that ten heads lopped off will des• 
troy them, but we are a free people; we have as many heads as 
we have people, and in a time of need leaders pop up among us 
like mushrooms." 2 
Even when he realizes that he is doomed, Mayor Orden 
: comments philosophioally about his relationship to 'the peo• 
1 ple' especially in a time of rebellion: 
And the Kayor smiled helplessly at him. ~They oannot stop, 
sir." 
Colonel Lanser said harshly, "I arrested you as a hostage 
for the good behavior of your people. Those are my orders." 
''But that won•t atop it," Orden said simple. "You don't 
understand. When I have become a hindrance to the people, they . 
, will do without· me • .- 3 
1. The Koon is Down, p,l71 
2. Ibidem, p.175 
3. Ibiiem, p.l83 
.-~---- - - ------------ ---
;._._ 
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Just to compare his own conception of a natural leader 
with· the· sort of leadership principle observed· under authori-
tarian conditions, Steinbeck reverts again and again to irony. 
His use of terminology is one way of making fine distinctions. 
Whenever he refers in The Moon is Down to the authoritarian · 
'leader, for instanoe, he capitalizes tho word; otherwise it is 
written entirely in lower case letters. He also emphasizes 
a difference in the.leadera• relationship to the people quite 
in accordance with .the understanding of the times. 
Corell ~UJiiped to his feet excitedly. "This is contrary 
:;:·to the Leader's words!" he said. ''The Leader has said that 
, all branches are equally honorable." 
· Lanser went on very quietly, "I hope the Leader knows. 
I hope he oa:n read the minds of soldiers." •• • 1 
The last words .in particular drip with scorn. 
" . 
For the wretched, the downtrodden, and the dispossessed, 
r . 
., 
, the usee of· adverai ty are often sweet. Given a motive, a strong 
directive impulse of some sort~ with or without a leader, the 
group will unite fearlessly and fli~ themselves upon the 
source of their irritation in a blind fury .of anger. The. pat- , 
tern of oppression is an ancient one end quite extensive, but 
no amount of force is so certain to arouse the group into 
·.activity as ruthless violence. Steinbeck explains this theory·' 
by placing a different sort of interpretatlon upon the instinct 
~" for self-preservation: "!here would seem to be only one com-
mandment for living things: SurviveJ This commandment de-
crees the death and destruction of myriads of individuals for 
·1. The Uoon is Down, p.64 
the survival of the whole." 1 
An early chapter of In Dubious Battle gives a running 
~ account of how brutality often accomplishes this end. The 
realism of this inoident ia valid enough so that the desorip~ 
tion might have come directly from an account of one of Cal-
ifornia's great strikes. 
"Well• Suppose," Jim insisted, "suppose the owners do 
meet the demands?" 
"I don't think they will, There's the bulk of power in 
the hands of a few men. That always makes 'em cocky. Now 
we start our strike, and Torgas County gets itself an ordin-
. anoe that makes congregation unlawful, Now what happens? · 
We congregate the men. A bunoh of sheriff's men try to push 
them around. and that starts a fight. There's nothing like 
a fight to cement the men together. Well, then the owners 
start a vigilantes committee, bun9h of fool shoe clerks, or 
my friends the American Legion boys trying to pretend they 
aren't middle-aged, cinching in their belts. to hide their 
pot-bellies-- there I go again. Well• the vigilantes sts.rt· 
shooting. If they knock over some of the tramps we have a 
public funeral; and after that, we get some real action. 
Maybe they have to oall out the troops." He was breathing 
hard in excitement. ''Jesus, manJ The troops win, all right! 
But every time a guardsman jabs a fruit tramp with a bayonet 
a thousand men all over the country come on our aide, • • '' 2 
The idea in its application is mad& even more effective 
through the experience of Al Anderson. J~ is e "sympathizer" 
who is beaten up and whose lunchroom is demolished because of 
his olandestine relationship with strikers. 
The heavy face twisted in a grimace. Al swung his head 
back and forth. "l been thinkin'," he said, "Ever since 
the~ beat me up I been thinkin'. I can't get those guys outa 
my head -- my little wagon all burned up, an' them jump in • on 
me with their feet; and two oops down on the corner watchin', 
and not doin 1 a thing! I can't get that outa my head." 
1. Sea of Cortes, Pe24l 
2. In Dubious Battle, p.32-3 
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''And eo you want to join up with us, huh, Al ?'' 
''I want to be against 'em," Al cried. "I want to be 
fight in' 'em all my life. I want to be. on the other side.'' 
''They'll just· beat you up worse, Al. I'm tellin' you 
straight. They'll knook hell out of you." 
"Well, . I won't oaro then, beoauso I '.ll .be fightin' 1 em, 
see?" 
Al's resentment is typio.al, t:or nothing strengthens the 
will to resist more then high-handed oppression. To illustrate: 
the :to~ this resistance might take., Steinbeck;. has a passage 
which is on the·very borderline of burning poetry: 
••• This land, t:us red land, is us; and the flood 
years and the dust years and. drought years .are us. We can • t 
stnrt again. The bitterness we sold to the junk man -- he 
got it all rightl but we have it still. And when the owner 
men told us to go, that' a us; and when the tractor hit the 
house, that's us until we'ro dead, To California or any plaoe--
every one a drum major leading.s parade of hurts, m~rching · 
with our bitterness. And some day-- the armies of bitter-
ness will all be goin·g the same way. And thoy'll all walk to ... 
gather, and there'll be a dead terror from it. 2 · 
The maroh of bitterness is instinctive.and fearful. it is 
true, but never without hop·o. The Soa of Corte: establishes 
· the principle espeoial;Ly that ''among men, it seems, hietori-
onlly, at any rate, _the process of coordination a.nd disintegra .. i 
tion follow eaoh other.. \vi th gre':lt regularity. and the index of : 
coordination is· ·the measure of disintegration whioh · follo\-vs". 3 · 
' ' In this alternating mood of resistance and re~ignation one ele~· 
ment·, however, remai_ns fixed -- and that element is tho po-
tential resilience o~ those who have beon oppressed. The entire 
? story of The l.!oon is Down is based upon suoh a theme, let 
~-
1. In Dubious Battle, p.l98 
2. The Grapes of Wrath, p.ll9 
3. The Sea of Cortez, p.264 
t.-
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alone the memorable incidents of The Grapes of Wrath. The 
reader is conscious of the growing of the people's will all 
. , ~ through the narrative until it becomes a vi tal force, piecing ! 
itself together first in scattered signs and then showing it-
self with dynamic power like the gathering of a tropical 
·. 
··••'"' 
t·· . .t 
i.·· 
. ;
1,!, 
storm. 
During thecourse of one soene, Yayor Orden remarked: 
' 
• •• ·"You mean, the· people feel there is collaboration. 
involved?" · 
"Yes, I suppose that is it." ; 
Kayor Orden looked hopelessly at Doctor Winter, and Win- i 
ter could offer him nothing but a wry smile. Orden said soft- 'i 
ly, "Am I permitted to refuse this honor?" 1 
"I'm sorry," the colonel said. "No. These are the or• 
ders of my leader." 
"The people will not like it," Orden said. 
"Always the people! The people are disarmed. !be people : 
!: have no say." 
Mayor Orden shook his head. "You do not know, sir." 1 
Agai.n, in chapter three iaf the some story there is an-
other salient passage suggesting the growth of rebellious-
ness ..... 
• • • In the town the people moved sullenly through the 
streets. Some of' the light of astonishment was gone from 
their eyes, but still a light of anger had not taken its place. 
In the coal shaft the workingmen pushed the coal sullenly. 
The small tradesmen stood behind their counters and served 
the people, but no one communicated with them. The people 
spoke to one another in monosyllables, and everyone was think-
ing of the war, thinking of himself, thinking of the past and 
· how it had suddenly been changed ••• 2 
The mood of resistance continues to increase until Colonel 
Lanser himself is forced to admit its reality --
1. The Moon is Down, p,38-9 
2. Ibidem, p.72 
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• • • He looked·up quiokly. "You will stay for tho trial?" 
"Jes, I'll at~. Then Alex won't be so lonely." 
Lanser looked at him and smiled a little sadly. "We haye 
taken on a job, haven't we?n 
"Yes,'' said the Mayor, "the one impossible job in the 
world, the one)thing that can't be done.n 
''And that is?" 
"To break man's spirit permanently." l 
• 
Han's spirit is the unknown quantity in group insurgency. 
The time oomes when the 'people 1 start searching for means to· 
. . 
activate their resistanoe into forms of revenge. Then the 
hatreds and the resentments orystaX[ze and express themselves 
in terms of open warfare. When it oomes to a condition like 
I 
that no amount of suppression or violence.oan prevail; the 
conquerors find-themselves isolated and grow "afraid of the 
v conquered". There is a wall of "cold• sullen silenoe" that 
brings on fear and oruelty. At last a climax is reached in 
a thirst for weapons of destruotion• 
Orden began· slowly. "I want to speak simply• This is 
a little town, Justice and injustice are in terms of little 
things• Your brother's shot and .Alex U:orden's shot. Revenge 
,; . against a traitor. The people are angry and they have no way 
~: to fight' baok. But i t•s all in little terms.· It's people . 
against people. not-idea against idea•" 
Winter said.- ~It.•s funny for a dootor to think of des-
truction, but I think' all invaded people want to resist. we 
are disarmed; our spirits end bodies aren't enough. The spirit 
.of·a disarmed man sinks." · 
Will Anders asked, ~what's all this ~or. sir? What do 
·you want of us?" . 
"We want to fight them and we oan • t;" Orden said. ''They're 
using hunger. on the people now. Hunger brings weakness. You 
boys are sailing for England. Maybe nobody will listen to'· 
but tell them from us -- from a small town -- to give us wea-
pons." 2 · 
1.- The lloon is Down,. p.89 
a. fbldemr p.1a5 
•. 
--------------------------....... 
A people aroused can be dangerous, but a determined peo-
ple who have. :fom1d- weapons· can never bo permanently overcome, 
'44 
The 'people' learn to cooperate in secrecy through those ! 
unfathomable chmmels of communication, striking out r.lwaye 
more boldly along the road to indepondonce aPd reha.billta-
tion. No matter how desperate their incentives m~y be the act' 
of "workixtg together" brings release to ·their greatest vigor· 
and intelligence and drives them on until their nims are met. 
In· the· little town the news ran quickly. It was com-
municated by whispers in doorways, by quick, meaningful 
looks -- 'The· Mayor 1 e been arrested' -- and through the town 
a 11 ttle quiet jubilance ran. a fierce 11 ttle jubilance. • • · 
The people went into the country, into the woods• search-
ing for· dynamite. And children playing in the snow found the 1 
dynamite, and by now even the children had their instruc-
tions. They opened the packages and ate $he chocolate, and 
then they buried the dynamite in the snovr and told thai r par-
ents where it was. l . 
Twice in the story Steinbeck comparee the resistant people 
I 
to "flypaper". By judicious uae of the explosives at hund, the 
"flypaper" ·~as able thus to nullify the victory of the conquer-: 
ing "fly"l 
Of all the ~eans of channeling grievances into positive 
action perhaps the most compelling is tprough martyrdom. Whether 
or not the victim warranted veneration is aside from the issue. 
Tho only thing that matters is the revelation of how far the 
opposition will go in ita tactics. And the disclosure of the 
~ fact thnt tho opposing forces will not atop at murder ,is an 
irresistible device for developing or stiffening the unity of 
resistance. Martyrdom, to say the least, is an ancient emblem of 
1. The Moon ia Down, p.l72 
.· 
injustice, and Steinbeck is well aware of its impact upon the 
emotions. 
There is a remsrkabl~ instance of its effect on the 
Strikers in In Dubious Battle' 
Joy had stopped, his eyes wide, His mouth flew open and 
a ~et of blood rolled down his chin, and down his shirt, His 
eyes ranged wildly ovor the orowd of men. He fell on his 
face and clawed outward with his fingers. The guards stared 
unbelievingly at the squirming figure on the ground. Sud-
denly the steam stopped; and the quietness fell on the men 
like a wave of sound, The line of strikers stood still, with , 
strange, dreaming faces, Joy lifted himself up with his arms, •· 
like a lizard, and then dropped again. A littlo thick river ' 
of blood ran down on the crushed rook of the roadbed. ' 
A strange, heavy movement started among the men. London 
moved forward woodenly, and the men moved· forward. They were 
stiff. The guards aimed with their guns, but the line moved 
on, unheeding, unseeing, • • The ends of the long line curled 
and circled slowly arofDd the center of the dead man. like 
sheep about a nucleus. · 
Mao's funeral oration whioh he held later on beside the 
body of Joy is strictly in the bloody shirt tradition. Mark 
~tony's passion oould not have been more forceful nor his 
eloquence more cunning. After whipping up a sort of hysteria 
in the crowd, llao ''broke the rhythm, and the break jarred 
. them. He said quietly, 'This little guy is the spirit of all 
of us. ~Ve won't pray for him. He don't need prayers. And 
we don't need prayers. We need clubsl' 
·"Hungrily the ··orowd tried to restore the rhythm. 'Olubs, t: 
they enid. 1 Clubs. • And thon they wai tad in silence, • , "2 
There was no telling what the group would .do next when 
1. In Dubious Battle 1 p.l62 
2. Ibldem1 P•227 
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:passions. were inflamed •. 
A little less .'effeoti ve as an irritant· to the wrath ot · 
~ an already aroused people is the sight of bloOd or the.wit-
noas1ng of an injury caused by faulty equipment. These, too, .i 
have their symbQlio associations and people respond to them 
• IJ, 
' . 
.I 
' ' ' 
with the infectiousness of fear caused by tribal taboos~· 
Through .emotional transference, the onlooker.s connect those 
inluries with their own conditions, feeling .that but for the 
grace of God the aooident might have happened ~to them instead. 
. But whether it ·.be exercise· of' force, essaa.'Bination, or 
i 46 
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the sight of blood pouring trom a wound, that ~eeling, "like i,. 
;; · water ~us t before it gets to boilin 1", is arona ed. wherever · 
there is deep injustice. Near the climax of. In Dubious Bat-
lli an intense moment, resulting from snob an emotion, marks· 
an episod.e of outrages 
Uao was up now, and excited, "Tell me." 
"Well, when the crowd saw the blood they went nuts, and 
London started 'em down to break the barricade." 
Mao cried, '!Didn't I tell you? They need blood., That 
works. • •" 
"They're down .there now, God, tmc, you ought to of seen 
them. It was like all of them disappeared, and it was just 
one big -· animal, going down the road. Just all one ani-
mal •• •" 
"Right%" said Uac. "People think a." mob is wasteful, but 
I've seen plenty; and I tell you, a mob with something it 
wants to do is just about as efficient as trained eoldiora, 
but trioky. They'll knock that barricade, but then what? 
They'll want to do eomothing else before they cool off," 
• 
And he went on, nThat's right~ what you said, It is a big 
animal. It's different from the men in it. And itTs strong-
er than all the men put together •• •" 1 
1. In Dubious Battle, p.316·7 
When men are denied the vital elements of seourit~ --
(ood, jobs, homes -- the~ are most likel~ to sot as a unit --
'''It's like the whole bunch, millions and millions was one 
man. • • The stiffs don't know what's happenin1 , but when the 
big guy gets mad, they'll all be there •• • They'll be bitin' 
out throats with their teeth, and olawin' off lips.'" 1 such 
is the fury of indignation when people oan no longer stand 
the extremes of hunger and want! The mass beoomes solidified 
into a single oreature, a monster, raging and ravishing in 
animal violenoe. 
But before this oan happen there must be something on 
the borderline of aotual starvation and denial for many at 
the same time; otherwise there would be no spontaneity of 
collective action. · Steinbeck seems to emphasize that point. 
He exemplifies it first in his working philosophy in an 
outburst of symphonic prose. The Joads are on the road 
towards California when he inserts the following observation: 
The western land, nervous under the beginning change. 
The Western States, nervous as horses before a thunder storm. 
The great owners, striking at the immediate thing, the widen-
ing government, the growing labor unity; striking at new 
taxes, at plans; not knowing these things are results, not 
oausos. Results, not causes; results, not causes. The 
oauses lie deep and simple -- the causes are a hunger in a 
stomach, multiplied 8 million times; a hunger in 8 single 
soul, hunger for joy and some security, multiplied a million 
times; muscles and mind aching to grow, to work, to create, 
multiplied a million times. The last olear definite function 
of man -- muscles aching to work, minds aohing to oreate be• 
1. In Dubious Battle, p.67 
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·. f 
yond the single need -· l this is man. • • 
Then he re-asserts that pain of hunger must be a neces-
sary driving force since a full stomach sometimes dulls re-
bellion -
"• • • Look, Tom. Try an' get the. folks in there to 
come out, They can do it in a couple days, Them· peaches is 
ripe. Tell • em." , 
"They won't," said Tom, "They're a-gettin• five, an' 
they don• give a damn about nothin' else," : 
· "But jus• the minute they ain't strikebreakin' they won't· 
get no fiTe." 
"I don' think they'll swalla that, Five they're a-gettin•, 
Tha's all they care about."2 
Given an objective to accomplish or a commitment to ful-
fill, however, men, as a rule, will cooperate selflessly and 
without stint. But the objective must be made clear, or it. 
must result from a great emergency, for although people en-
joy teamwork they need an incentive for any prolonged drive 
to attain security, Nevertheless, Steinbeck sees the whole 
, picture of economic and social conflict as a. looked struggle 
between the "innumerable" forces of "Spirits armed", oppos .. 
ing each other "in dubious battle" for the great stakes of · 
economic stabillty and juetioe.3 He sees an increasing re-
liance upon the group for accomplishment, and he valuee the 
power of'the people' aroused as the most extraordinary 
source of strength• 
1~ Gra.nes o~ Wrath,.p,204 
2. 'Ibidem, p~624 · 
3e' 'Vide Introduction to In Dubious nattle, llodern Library 
edition. The reference la to the lines from Uilton•s Paradise 
Lost where Steinbeck derived the title of his story. 
- ..... ~'{ ' 
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CHAPTER V. 
There is another side to the pattern of collective se~ 
ouri ty -- one that Steinbeck pictures more by implication than 
otherwise. The descriptions of the 'dominant human' and his 
activities, however, ·contrast strongly in Steinbeck's tech-
nique with those of the 'common man•. Yet this area of un-
derstanding is as vit8l to the knowledge of Steinbeck as his 
sympathy for the underprivileged. The author. appreciates the 
importance that inference and suggestion can assume in "point-: 
ing up" his perspectives; and in this case even his negative· 1 
approach is a cslculated one. His heart is all with the 
.; 
oommon people who live on the edge of economic security--
the tenant farmer, the fruitpicker, the industrial worker. 
When he writes about them there is a far-reaching omniscience 
·to his point of view. an intimacy and an understanding that 
he seldom achieves with his pictures of the more prosperous 
classes. He has little sentiment for the rich, the well-born, 
and the able; end he feels that in their success they have 
already sown the seeds for their own destruction. 
Steinbeck's novels supply, several words which he asso-
ciates with his dominant human. Such names, for instance, as 
e "capitalist", "owner men", "proprietor", and ''business man" 
··' . 
,, 
are typical. What is characteristic about them is that they 
are imposed as generic terms to distinguish an entire class, 
' 49 
.. 
and they are sometimes so oonfused that like the groups which 
make up 'the people'• there are no distinctive outlines at 
all in their meaning. 
Steinbeck ·seems to impose an arbitrary pattern of be•' 
havior upon representatives of this group. He often conceals 
their inClividuali ty by "t~ing" them. He makes them look a-
like, dress alike, anlt think alike: as though in their uni-
formity they would find a bolster for their courage. This 
procedure is not an artistic lapse& it is intentional. ne-
verthless it raises a oritioal question about the extent of 
Steinbeck's detachment. 
The story of In Dubious Battle is one of open warfare 
between the forces of two eoonom1o territories. The class 
struggle is complicated by frenzied emotions and made all 
the more vicious and unrelenting. Both factions involved 
separate into armed camps, the customary channels of com-
munication are blocked. snd eaoh contingent develops its own 
devices fllld weapons of resistance. AS long as passions run · 
high, however,. there is no compromise. Both sides lay fran•, 
tio claim to jus tic e. They try to paint the issues in colora · · 
of blaok and white and to defend their own interests with 
every possible subterfuge. 
Throughout th:e narrative s teinbeck weights his oba erva-
tions in favor of the lesser privileged (or at least he seems 
to, because his story is told from the perspective of the 
60 
r 
worker), yet he is not wholly biased. Through the arguments 
of Doo Burton, one of the noblest.porsonages of the book, he 
retains a balance of fairness in his account. In one episode 
he develope his ·thesis that there is often only'·a.n ·unthink· 
ing obsession involved in supporting tho cause of the under-
privileged, a blind emotion that leads ~o fanaticism, a. com-
pulsion to worship something. During the course of the ~oene, I. 
while L9ndon is addressing the striker, Jim and Doo hear "an 
I angry orowd roar, a bellow like an animal in: fury" ·-
. \· 
"London's telling them, • • They're mail. Jesus, how a 
mad crowd oa.n fill the air with madness. You don•t under-
stand .it, Doo. Uy old men used to fight alone. When ho got 
lioked, he was licked. I remember how lonely it was, BUt 
I'lll not lonely anymore,·and I oan't bo lioked, because I'm 
more than myself." · . ;. 
. .. "Pure religious. eostasy. I oan understand that. Par• 
takers of the blood of the Lamb."· 
· "Religion, hell1" Jim cried. "This:,·is men,. not God, 
This is something you know." .. ' · · .. 
·"Wall, ... can't :8 group of men be God, .Jim?" 
Jim wrenched himself around. ·"You make too damn many 
i .. words, Doo. You build a trap of words and· then you fall into ··· 
it •. You oan't oatch me. Your words don't mean anything to 
me• I know what·: I~'lJJ: .doing. Argument doiten' t have any effeot 
on me." l . . .. · 
~ •. ·} .. , . ,·) ': . . -.. . 
And in the same incident Steinbeck interprets further 
' 
hiS views on economic warfare and its oausea· and offeots t 
· i wi,th Doo Burton· again. as hie mouthpiece: 
Jim said, "Y'o-ug~t to think ·only of the end, Doo. out. 
of all this struggle ·a. good thing is going to grow. That 
makes it worthwhile··•·"· · · · 
"Jim. I wish;;l~· knew 1 t. But in my li ttlo oxperj,(enoe 
the end is never very different in its nature from the means. 
1. In Dubious, Battle, p.264-6. 
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Damn it, Jim, you oan only build a violent thing with vio• 
lence." 
"I don't believe that," Jim said. "All great things 
have violen.t beginnings." . 
"There aren 1 t any beginnings.," :Burton said. "Nor any 
ends. It seems to me that man has engaged in a blind and 
fearful struggle out of a past he oan•t remember, into a fu. 
ture he can't forese.enot understand. And man has met and de-
feated every obstacle, every enemy except one. He cannot win 
over himself. How mankind hates itself." 
Jim said, "We don't hate ourselves, we hate the invested 
capital that keeps us down." i 
"The other side is made of men, Jim, men like you •• •" l . 
That last statement •• "The other side is made of men, 
Jim, men like you" -· is partioulativ significant for an im-
partial understanding of Steinbeck. For injustice and greed 
is to him a human failure, with "the other side" as headstrong ;: 
in defense of their rights as Jim and his companions are in 
theirs. Just as. the strikers muster their strength by col-
lective activity, so do the orchard owners likewise band to-
gether to insure their own welfare. Their first impulse, 
however, is to obscure the brutality of their means by call-
lng..:;it "protection", as if the old device of verbalization 
could soften the cruelty of their methods or cushion the 
impact of their ruthlessness. 
Both In Dubious Battle and The Grapes of Wrath have 
numerous descriptions of the tactics used by the landowners 
to forestall any hazard to their profits. In Dubious Battle 
~ pictures the orchard owners of Torgas Valley as having organ~ · 
!zed themselves into the Fruit Growers• Association-- al· 
1. In Dubious Battle, p.253 
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though the controlling authority of the association is made 
up of G1llray, Hartin, and Hunter. In The Grapes of Wrath 
~ the combination of landholders is oalled vaguely "The Bank" 
or "The Oompany" or "the great owners"• 
How those landowners marshal their exploitive powers 
against the migrants snd the tenant farmers end· how they aom-
· .. · bine to frustrate any resistance is an old topic in eoonomio 
. history. Steinbeck, however, documents his events in such 
a way that there is an exciting freshness e•en to the most 
reminiscent echoes and a ring of validity to the smallest 
details, 
The methods used by the associated owner in breaking 
. 
strikes and discouraging rebellion are themselves a series 
of ob~ect-leesons in calculated ruthlessness. A few exam-
ples are suggested by Mao while he was persuading Mr. Ander• 
son to let the strikers oamp on his ~allow land in Tcrgae 
Valley: 
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• • • "The reason for the strike is this pay-out. Now 
the owners will run in scabs, and there'll be trouble. But , 
there's a bunch of men going out, enough to picket the Valley. ·. 
D1you get the picture?" . ' 
"Part of iti but I don't know what you're driving at," 
"Well, here s the rest. Damn soon there'll be a super• 
visors' ordinance against gathering on a road or on any pub-
lic property. The owners'll kiok the strikers off their land 
for trespassing." 1 
A little later on, when Yao and Jim had left Anderson's, 
they encounter on the road a ~ew overooated figures --
1. In Dubious Battle, p.ll2 
• • • One of the overooated men lounged around the oar 
and leaned on the door. The motor ~idled unevenly. :Because 
of the light beam, the man leaning on the door was almost 
• invisible. He said, "We want )lou two out of the Torgas Val-
,, ley by daylight tomorrow, get 1 t? out." 
Mao's foot crept over and pressed Jim's leg. His voice 
became a sweet whine. "Wha's the matter 1 th us, mister? We 
never done no thing." ' 
The man answered angrily, "Lay off; buddy. we know who 
you are, and what you are. We want you .2.!!1•" 
Kao whined, "If you're the law, we're aitisena. We got 
a right to stand trial, I pay taxes back home,'' 
"Well, go home and pay 'em. This isn't the laws this 
is a citizens' committee. If you think you God-damn~d reds · 
can come in here and raise hell, you're crazy •• •" l. 
Soon there is a hint of excitement to come when Mao re-
ports to London at the strikers' camp, 
Uao asked, "Have you heard from the owners yet?" 
"Yeah, •super' oame in. Asked if we was goin' back to 
work. we says 'no'. He says, 1 Get the hell off the place 
by morning.• Says he'll have a trainload of stiffs in here 
by mornin 1 , " 2 
:But Jim is yet to discover a new line of approach in 
collective organization for security when Hac and he are 
seized by deputies with menacing guns. Mao says -· 
"You takin' us to Jail, mister?'' 
"Jail, hell, we're taltin' you God-damn reds to the Vi-
gilance Committee. If you're lucky they'll beat the crap 
out of· you and dump you over the county linea if you ain't 
lucky, they'll string you up to a tree. We got no use for 
radicals in this valley." 
"But you guys are oops, you got to take us to jail." 
"That's what you think. There's a nice little house a 
little ways from here, That's where we're taking you." 3 
They learned in that way the length to whioh tho oppo• 
sition would go. and the revelation was galling. It was 
1. In Dubious Battle* p,ll6-~ 
2. Ibidem, p.120 
3. Ibidem, p.l60 
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only when the two men had esoaped in the darkness that l!a.o 
made a bitter confession. 
Jim looked out through the tent opening• • • "Do you 
think we'll win thie strike, .Mao?" · 
"We ought to go to sleep; but you know, Jim, I wouldn 1 t 
have told you this before tonight: llo, I don• t think we have 
a chanoe to win it. This valley's organized. ·l 
But it is Bolter, pre~ident of the Fruit Growers Asso-
ciation, who, in the long run, 'discloses the far-reaohing 
influence of cooperative aotion among those of vested inter-
eats. In his oonferenoe with the strike leaders, he remarks 
at one point: 
"• •• Come back to work. We only want peace," 
London was scowling. .,, I had enough o • this •" he said. 
"You want peaoe. Well, what we done? Marched .in two pa-
rades, An' what you done? Shot three of our men, burned 
a truok and a lunoh wagon and shut off our food supply. • •" 
Bolter shook his head sadly, "We don't want to fight 
you men,'' he said. "We want you to come bao)t to ·work. But 
if we do have to fight, we have weapons. The health authori• 
ties are pretty upset about this oamp. And'· the government 
doesn't like uninspected meat moving in this county. Tho 
oi tizens are pretty tired of all this riot. " And of oouree . 
we may have to .call troops, if we need the~•."2 
He then tips his hand as to how the soales of justice 
are balanced completely in favor of the landowners: 
... ' .• · ,;_· -
:- :. ~-. ~~ .. ' . ; 
:~, "• • • We have a right to protect oln- property, and 
we 111 do it. I've ~.tried to deal man to· man with you, and 
. : you won't deal. Fr.om now on the roads .are ··closed. An or-
.- . . dinanoe will go through tonight forbiddipg any parading on 
the oounty roads• tr any gathering. The sheriff will de-·· 
putize a thousand men; if he needs them." 3. 
' 
Yet for ell his oa.ndor Steinbeck oooasionally relents in his· · 
1. In Dubious Battle, p.l66 
2. Ibidem, p.248 
3. Ibidem, p.260 
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attitude towards the dominant human. He is careful not to 
saddle him with all the blame for class friction,not to de• 
nounce him for all the unmerciful brutality in connection 
... 
I 
with economic strife. He emphasizes the fa_ct repeatedly that 
. . 
''the dominant human in his secular! ty grows: s_oft and :fear-
ful", and he mokes -it plain that this f'ear.fulness accounts 
for the extremes of. hie actions; since there is probably 
more apprehension in his struggle to maintain his security 
than in that of the "common" man. Protective associations, 
a force of deputies, troopers, and vigilant'es -- those are 
means of perpetuating a system that has brought about ease 
and comfort. But Steinbeck concedes that in the use of vio-
lence there is something deeper, too; and that that urge is· 
one common to all classes of people. 
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CHAPTER VI. !@FAMILY SPIRIT 
Where the ooopera ti ve apiri t has ita mos·t ()one truoti ve · 
influence ia in fwnily relo.tionshi'Pa; and in this area of 
aooounting Steinbeck is· at his beat. There is a tenderness 
· of ~ompo.aaion in 'hiai~i ting thnt turns most of his refer-
ences into poetry when he records the activities of a fami]ar. 
One instance of family SQlidity is given in Steinbeck's 
earlier novel To A God Unknown. No sooner had Joseph Wayne 
acquired land in California than his first aot was to write 
" a let~er~hie brothers inviting them to settle ~~th him. It 
was not long before they oBJne. 
' •• '· I 
The families clustered about the house Joseph had built~ 
They p'Clt up little shacks on their cmn 'land .o.a the law re-
.. ' ' quired, but never for a minute did they .think of the land as 
being divided into four. It was one rano~, and when the 
teohnioalities of the homesteading were. satisfied, it was 
~he Wayne ranch. Four square houses clustered ·near to the 
' great oak, and .the .big barn belonged to the tribe. l 
The suooesa of community enterprise, however, depends 
upon the contribution of individuals towards the group aa·a 
\. . . ' . ~ 
whole. The integration of suoh effort and the ardor of ac-
oomplishment are the yardsticks by which'the ~eault. is mea- ' 
sure d. In The WayY!ard: Bus K1 t 's understanding .of mechanical 
neoossitiea wine praise from his employer, Juan Chiooy. The 
-
Grapes of Wrath baa in it numerous instances of special apti-
tudes which are indispensable to the group. ·not the least 
in ~mportanoe is the recognition given Al Joad for hle mecha.n-
1. To A God Unknown, p. 29 
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ioal skill. This skill is one that Steinbeck rates quite 
highly. 
· Al, hia hand ready if Tom should want to shake it, 
grinned aelf-conaoioualy. Tom atuok out his hand and. Al'e 
hand jerked out to meat it. And there wuo liking between 
these two. "They tell me you're a good hand with a truck," 
said Tom. . .. . . 
I 58 I. 
And Al, sensing that hie brother would not' like a boaster, · 
said, '1 1 don 1 t know nothing much about l t." l : 
The boy not only helped to nurse the ailing Joad truck 
against fearful odds along the road to Calii'ornia. but he was , 
' j< 
able to prove his mechanical wisdom in helping the Wilsons as 
well. When Hr. Wilson complained, "Well, she jus• won't run," ' 
he said: 
''Runs a. minute en • then dies?" 
"Yes, sir. ·An' I can't keep her egoin 1 no matter how 
much gas I give her. Got worse an' worao, an now I oain 1 t 
get her a-mov1n' a-tall." 
Al was very proud and very mature, then. "I think you 
got a plugged gas line. I 111 blow her out :for ya. '' 
And ra. was proud too. "Be's a good hm1d with a oar," 
Pa said. 2 
tVhenaver the squeeze of adversity closes in. then the 
family ties are cemented and the members draw together to 
find strength and comfort in physical nearness. The Joads, 
when deprivation hit them hardest, found salv~tion in working 
towards a oommon gon.l. There is no soene more pathetio and 
yet heart-warming than the explanation of how the family 
pooled their efforts when the time came to leave their land 
and homes. 
·1. The Grapes of Wrath, P• 116 
2. Ibidem, p. 261 
~---------------------------------------------------------------~--
• 
"Well," said J?a, "we sol' all the stuff at our place, 
and the wh9le bunch of ua chopped cotton, oven Gre.mps." 
"Sure did," said Grampa. .: 
"We put ever' thing together -- tr1o hundred dollars. We . 
give seventy-five for this here truck, an' me an' Al out her· 
in two an' built on this here back •• •" l 
A fhle example o:f cooperation occurs elao in the same 
story wi~h the burial o£ Grampa Joad. The family, in council, 
had.decided that funds were too low for a decent funeral and·. 
the men accepted the responsibility of digging the grave 
themselves. 
on tlle edge of the ring of firelight the men had gather-
ed, For tools they had a shovel and .a mattook. Pa marked 
out tho ground ~- eight feet long and three feet wide. The 
work went on in relays. Pa chopped the earth with the mat-
took and then Uncle John shoveled it out, Al chopped end 
Tom shoveled, Noah chopped and Connie shoveled. • • 2 
And so in deep solemnity the family works together in 
an age-old function, Such experiences as these, marked with 
misery, Steinbeck believes, are the climactic events which 
dra~ the ~oup closer together. bind family ties, develop 
common interests. In The Grapes of Wrath it is Ua Joad who 
senses tho importance of unity when the family have left the 
homestead on their tragio flight. "What we got lef' in the 
worl''?" she says. "Uothin' but us. Nothin' bu.t folks." •• 
And a little later she voices her fierce dete~ination to 
keop the family intact: "All we got is the family unbroke. 
Like a bunch a cows when the lobes are ranging, stiok all 
together. I ain't soared while we're all here, all that's 
1. The Grapes of Wrath. P• 113 
2. ~bidem, P• 1~4 
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alive, but !'ain't gonna see us bust up." 1 
Vllien a family is united, -the members must oooasiona~ly 
make a vital decision in matters effecting the eroup as a 
whole. 1) Bi tue.tion like thst is one in which, throughout 
his work, Steinbeck etreeoes again and egain·the importance 
of demooratlo prooedura. no significant move is attempted 
unless the men-folk at least have agreod upon it or have 
given an opinion. The whole process is as serious in ita way .. 
as a oonsresaional declaration of war. 
. . 
A munlfeetation of this spirit in The Grapes of Wrath 
is found juot before the' departure of tho Joada, when the 
"preaohel."", Cuay, naked if he mi:;ht go along. 
i;-
' 
l· ,, 
'· ,, 
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. 
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, Us looked to Tom to speak. because he \Ve.B a man,: but ;; ·· 
Tom did not speak• She let him have the ohanoe that was hia 
right, and then she eo.id, "'lfhy, we'd be 11rou6. to have you. · 
•course I oa.n't so.y right; .Pn says all· the men'll tulk tonight;: 
and figger \Yhen we gonna start. I guess maybe we better not . i' 
say till all the men oome. • • "· 2 : 
That is the ·first indication of the ftl!Dily ''get-together". 
I. 
Tho soene of the conference which soon followed is a vivid 
one -- perhaps one of the most memorable incidents in lunerioan :· 
fiction: 
The fumily mot at tho most importnnt plnco, near tho 
truok. The houao was dead, and the fields were dead; but this 
truok was the active thing, the living principle. The an~ 
oiont Hudson, with bent and acnrred radiator acre Em, wl th · 
grease in dusty globules at the worn edges of every moving 
part, with hub cape gone und cape of red dust in their 
places -- this wua the new hearth, the living center of the 
1. The Grapes of 1iruth, P• 231 
2~ Ibidem, P• 127 
family; half passenger oar and half truok, high-aided and 
clumsy. 
Pa walked around the truck, looking at it, and then he 
squatted sown in the dust and found a stick to draw with •• • 
And Uncle John moved toward him and squatted down beside him. 
Their eyes were brooding. Grampa came out of the bouse and 
saw the two squatting together, and be jerked over· and sat 
on the running board of the truck, facing them. That was 
the nucleus. Tom·and Connie and Noah strolled in and squatted, 
and the line was a half-circle with Grampa in the opening. · 
And then Ya came out of the house, and Granma with her, and 
Rose of Sharon behind, waJ.king daintily. They took their 
places behind the squatting men; they stood up and put their 
hands on their hips. And the children, Ruthie and Winfield, 
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hopped from foot to foot beside the women• the children :: 
squidged their toes in the red dust,·but they made no soun4• • ~1 
At a solemn oonolave like that the cooperative spirit. 
reaches its highest level. There is a report of aooomplish-
ments in behalf of the family~ and a proud submission for 
approval; suggestions are made of steps to be taken; end grave 
decisions are reached from which there is no retreat. 
With their meager equipment and pitiful funds the jour-
ney to Oalifornia would seem ill-starred for the Joads. If 
it were not for their stout courage and oapaoi ty to endure 
heartbreak and if it were not for their willingness to sac-
rifice all for the sake of the group, there would be nothing 
to encounter but failure and despair. Discount also the 
efforts of Uao and Jim and Doo Burton and the bewildered 
strength of London and the struggle for economic justioe 
among the fru1tp1ok6rs .would end in defeat. For only through 
~ oonoerted effort are the common goals of group activity 
reaohed. That ie Steinbeck's conviction: and his doctrine 
1. Grapes of Wrath, p.l36-6 
., 
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is carried alive into the heart by impassioned illustration • 
• 
CHAPTER VII, THE ALTRUIST 
-
The cooperative spirit depends not alone upon the group 
but upon the individual too, AS often as not, that person 
is one whose only ties with the group are bonds of sympat~y, 
nothing more. He asks no other reward for his services than 
the physical satisfaction of helping soquire security for 
the underprivileged• Even with a gunshot wound in his arm, 
Jim Nolan was not discouraged in his efforts to organize the 
strikers --
"I'm happy," said Jim. "And happy for the first time. 
I'm full-up. 11 
"I know. Don't let it die. It's the vision of Heaven." 
"'I don't believe in Heaven." Jim snide "I don't believe 
in religion," 
"'All right, I won't argue any more. I don't envy you 
as muoh as I might, Jim, beonuse sometimes I love men as muoh 
as you do, maybe not in just the same way." 1 
In the story Of !Uce and tten George Milton's altruism 
takes the form of a sentimental guardianohip over Lennie 
Small, They·were not otherwise related, Slim aeke George: 
"You guys travel around together?" 
"Sure. We kinde. look after eaoh other.'' He indio a. ted 
Lennie with his thumb. "He ain't bright. Hell of a good 
worker, though, Hell of a nioe fella, but he ain't bright. 
I've knew him for a long time,n 2 
And beoause·of Lennie's helplessness, George felt morally 
responsible for the big simpleton. 
The figure of the altruist appears in nearly all of 
1, In Dubious Battle, p.200 
2. Of Mloe and ~en, p,63 
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Steinbeck's later wor~s. Tortilla Flat has its Danny, who 
"was a generous man'' ,1 sharing all he hed with his follow- '· ,. 
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paisanos. The story In Dubious Battle has several oharaotere whose 
very lives bave.been dedicated to pelping the cause of the 
downtrodden and the dispossessed. First oomes Mao MeLeod, . 
,. 
the organizer, .who admits reluctantly, "O.K. • then, I •m a 
red. There ain't a hell of a seoret about 1t."2 Then follows •· 
Jim Nolan, a young. man with ·a growing tal~nt for le~dership~ 
·~ 
.His apprenticeship: to llao brought him only a vlolent death 
. ' ' .. 
·~ .. ; 
and a heart broken eulogy by Uao at the very end of the 
story ..... "Comrades: Ho didn 1 t want nothing .for himself --•"3 .: 
Dr. Burton·,. while. not too plau~ible as a oharaoter, serves 
Steinbeck ~Y lending hie scientific comfort to the striking 
· · fruit-pickers and. providing a vehicle fo,.;·. the author's dia-
lectics,· 
I 
·' 
~· ' '. '\ 
There is also··the pudgy figure of' Al Anderson who oomes 
to grief through his··warm-heartedness. He takes a brutal 
beating and watches his restaurant burn when he infuriates 
his neighbors by "giVin' bums a handout •. " 
Finally, and not least in importance, there is London, 
who says, "I been doin' kind o• like that, lookin' out for 
ahe guys that travel with me. n4 
.S~ ~ .nearly all those oharaoters suffer 
1. Tortilla Flat, p.l6 
2. !n Dubious Battle, p,259 
a. Ibidem. p.343 
4. Ibidem, p_. 283 
'··~. 
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for their philanthropy, but injuries and slights ·only str:ength4 
en their motives for wanting to help in. the fight for humanity~' -
Among those whose lot has been thrown in with the dis-
inherited of the earth, the one who attains :,the greatest 
"nash and blood": individuality is the preacher, easy. From . ·' 
the time he meets Tom Joad until he asks humbly to aoaompany 
the Joad family to California -- to "be near folks" -- hie 
stature grows. Hie presence provides a moral comfort to those •. 
he meets and his meek philosophy a stimulant; nothing in life 
or death is distasteful to him, no amount Jflf. cooperation too , 
exhausting. 
Ba.t the preacher. easy, and Uncle John, who also joins 
with the Joada to give what aid he oe.n, are only symbols of. 
,. \t 
• I' ;'; :i 
their·kind. Unol:e . ~ohn works quietly with ·the family, deny- ·, i: . 
his own fierce desires and placing the noods. of the family ' ' 
( ·:· ... 
before his own neecla·. easy finally enlists himself in the .. i 
fight for security and puts his life in jeopardy. 
easy's example bore fruit when his friend Tom, who saw 
him killed, dedica.ted himself to continue the: •'preacher • a" 
work. ''Wherever 'thoy's a fight eo hungry people oan eat,'' he 
says, "I '11 be there. ·wherever they'e a cop beatin 1 up a 
guy, I'll be there ••• I'm talkin' like Casy. Comes of 
fit thinltin 1 about him eo muoh. '' 1 
' 
Aa long as there are born in the world men who feol a 
1. The Orapea of Wrath, P• 672 
deep oonoern for those who are in want and those who are 
floundering and lost, the cooperative spirit is a live and 
glowing impulse. There ia no limit to their devOtion no• 
ourb on strength in serving their fellow-men, no eaorifioe 
too great to make. 
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
While there are few to oballenP.e the ainoe~ity of St~in• 
beck's motives, many oritioe have arisen to question the nro-
fundity o~ his observations and the wis~om· of his aims. It 
has been only in recent decades altogether that writers have 
acoepted their responsibility of portraying the dynamio sooial: 
and industrial forces which have emerged .uppermost in our 
civilization. And the risks they run of being condemned tor 
herepy are no encouragement :for those who are timid • 
. The causes or upheaval are often too oomplex to evaluate 
or to d.efine; the factors o'f change too elusive to be hunted ·I· 
down. In the whole pattern of shifting tendencies the only re-• 
current theme is the theme of etruR~le -- the ~i"ht for ~ower 
and 'Privile~e, 'for balance, for a 1'laoe in the sun. No matter 
what form it has .. taken, whether eoonomio, -political, or social~ 
~be.ooni'lict has continued• with those who have benefited most. 
from our modern economy seeking to consolidate or. solidity 
the1~ advantages and those who have been denied the fruits ot. 
' ~. 
industry fighting tooth and nail for material betterment. 
A number of years ago, Walter Lip~mann wrote a signifi-
cant diagnosis of present day conditions. He said: 
We are homeless in a junp,le of machines and untamed ~owers 
that haunt and lure the imagination. Of course our culture is 
confUsed, our thinking spasmodic, and our emotion out o~ kilter. 
~t No mariner ever enters unon a more unohnrted sea than does tbe 
\ average human being born. in the twentieth oentury.l 
1. Drift and Uasterz, ~.196-~ 
Ever.ywhere a sense of revolution disturbs the industrial 
picture. The effects of mass production and mechanical effi-
ciency are appalling. The issues are vital enou~h to awaken 
the interest of thoughtful men and women in every ~ntellect­
ual field. Poets, 'Playwrights. and novelists have abandoned 
their old moti~s to ex"Plore the dramatic ~ossibilities of 
economic displacement upon social classes. Psychologists, 
biologists, and engineers too have attempted to inveetipate 
the impact of social and industrial problems u~on their ~1elds ' 
of information. But any honest and penetrating discussion 
of.these conditions is certain to arouse a storm of reproach. 
Hysterical chargee that "this or that individual or group 
advocates the violent overthrow of government, .is not loyal 
to lhe Constitution, or is openly or secretly working for the 
abolition of' private property" must be endured by the writer 
as a continued test for his.courage. 1 
And if those accusations are not eno·u~h, he must also 
subject himself to criticism ~rom another direction -- from 
critics of the extreme left, challengin~ his deviations from 
"party line" interpretation of the class stru~~le. 
Ken like Steinbeck are too often caught between these 
millstones of pnrtisanship. Observers have tried to evaluate 
Steinbeck's ideology from the context of his novels. While 
his works have been invigorating to the cause of migrant labor, 
1. James Harvey Robinson, The Vind in the Making, 'P• 204 
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they have incurred the antagonism of men like George Thomas 
Miron, who took The Grapes of Wrath as an ttffro,nt against the 
~ capitalistic system. He begins his criticism by saying: 
.The stuff of whioh John Steinbeck's Grupea of Wrath is 
. made: · A novel wherein naturalism has gone berserk, where 
u11tru.th has run a.muok drunken upon prejudice and exaggeration, 
where matters eoonvmio have been hurled 'beyond the pale of 
all ratio~al and realistic thinking. 
Mr. Stelnbeok's apparent bias in favor of the have-note, 
over the haves, whioh probably aooounte for his great affec-
tion for the shiftless and the unproductive inhabitants in · 
Tortilla E1lat, is·., embodied in Chapter 15 of' _Tile Grapes. • • 
This, a perfeot example of Steinbeokism in one uhort soene, 
is naturally the key in whioh the entire proletarian tune is 
plsyed. , · 
Then, having indulged in name-oalllng :arid having deployed 
hi a arguments in terms of polar extremes • · Mr. )~iron is pre-
pared to launoh his assault in nnother direction --
The Joads '.'lere always the helpless victims \Vho were 
ground under the ortwhing iron heel of the op'!)ressor \vho • 
in turn, was ofttimes n viotim of the system which protected 
and promoted hia actions. ~ 
It will be recalled that the Joads ,~ound peace. ~nc1.-,.~e­
curi ty only while 11 ving in the government camp· whe·re~ thoy 
are pictured as safe and secure from the .t:-l-ranny without. 
The State ia· their friend and benefactor, the oupitalistio 
overlords their deadly enemies. 
Finally he reaches tho olimax of his soorn when he con-
cludes --
Of all the revolutionary-proletarian fiction, and I have 
tried pretty well to cover the grou1~d, I can think of ·DO other 
llOVel which e.dvancoa tho idea of olnaa war and promotes hatred 
of class against olass, in the most classless society of the . 
world, more than does Tho Grapes of Nrath. 1 
The unmodified-sharpness of the attack loaves one with 
the impression th&t the oritio paid no uttontion to the other 
1. The Truth .About John Steinbeck and tho Migrants, p.6 
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characteristics of the novel -- to its thematic beau~y, its 
powerfUl characterizations, its warm humanity, and the swee~-. 
,· 
ing grandeur of its conception. Yr. Miron was conoe~ed only 
with its social connotations: he was interested only as to 
whether Steinbeck's philosophy olashel'l with orthodox opinion. 
From the tone o~ his essay there ap~ears to be a vindictiveness 
in his argument. 
Enough documented studies o~ the migrants exist now to 
confUte any accusation of "shiftlessness" and "un~roductive­
ness"a those studies together with a knowledge o~ Steinbeck's 
aims, arouse the suspicion that The Truth About John Steinbeck 
and the Kigrants is true about neither Steinbeck no% the migrants. 
Too many have attempted to measure the impact of current 
political trends upon Steinbeck's thought, and too many have 
been confUsed by his zeal in heralding the cause o~ the dis-
possessed. On the strength o~ his reportorial recording of 
the events that happen in the story, In Dubious Eattle, in 
particular, some-have even permitted themselves to"build a 
\, 
trap· ot words" and call the author a Communist or a rellow-
..... -.. .,.~r"· .. 
.. . 
travile%-. 
But it Steinbeck promoted the "idea o~ class war" there 
should be some evidence o~ party standinp,. Yet all testimony 
seems to indicate an opposite conclusion. Percy Boynton, in 
his America in Contemporary Fiction, says, "Communists have 
wanted to claim Steinbeck but have spo:ten guardedly as of one 
who might be too intractable for membership." 1 Another 
critic, Joseph Warren Beach, perhaps one o~ the most discern-
~ 1ng in the field of the modern novel, sa7s of In Dubious Bat-
tles "It is not a communist t~aotJ it was not favorably ?e-
ceived b7 the party, I believe, in spite of the higbl7 sympa• 
thetio WQ7 in whioh be treats the part7 leaders. The ideology 
is somehow wrong •• •" 2 And the faot that "the ideology is 
somehow wrong" is most significant. The makeup of Communism 
or any other totalitarian philosoph7 is aotuall7 abhorrent to 
Steinbeck. His novels, as this thesis bas emphasized, are 
rich with examples of democratic procedure and the dignit7 of 
individual rights, ~ust as the7 are illustrative of the stren~h 
of the people's will. 
Profesaor Beach oontinued in his anal7sis of In Dubious 
•attle& 
It is not a good communist tract, but as between labor 
and commercial profit, the author's sympathies are on the side 
of labor. 'he law• the guns, and the dirty tricks are all 
with the big producers. You are made to feel the absolute 
necessity as well as the righteousness of organization among 
the workers.3 
Steinbeck's anxiet7 to improve working conditions and 
restore pride and stability to labor should not condemn him 
as being antagonistic to "the American wa7 o~ life"; far from 
it. Perhaps the most conclusive evidence of his loyalt7 to 
it is .indicated in a passage ot A Russian Journal which he 
wrote in 1948: 
1. America in Oontempor~ FictionL p.24B 
2. American Fiction, 19~9401 p.329 3. Ibidem, p.329 . 
In nothing is the difference between the Americans and 
the Soviets so marked as in their attitude• not only toward 
writers, but o~ writers toward their system. For in the 
Soviet Union the writer's ~ob is to encourage, to celebrate, 
to explain, and in every way to carry forward the Soviet sys• 
tem. Whereas in America and in En~land a good writer is the 
watch-dog of society. His job is to satiri~e its silliness, 
to attack its injustices, to stigmatize its faults •• , and 
only time can tell whether the architect of the soul app~oaoh 
to writing can produce as great a literature as the wa·toh-dog 
of society approach. So far, it must be admitted, the ~rohi· 
tect school has not produced e. great piece of writing. ~ . 
It is obvious .Steinbeck has taken the watch-dog approach. 
His ob~ective as a writer is to picture the injustices of' 
society and to stigmatize its faults. His sympathies are 
with the victims of our technological civilization, it is 
trueJ yet he will not permit himself entirely to "put on blind-
ers of 'good' and 'bad'"• and to limit his vision. He wants 
"to look at the whole thing" 2 clearly, oandic\ly. 
What "message o~ the zeitgeist" does Steinbeck derive 
from a world torn. with turmoil'? It anything his thought par- 1 
allele the convictions ot a distinguished teacher of philoso~ 
pher, Erwin Edman, whose words are ~11 of promise: 
The experiment is young yet, that o~ arranging the con-
ditions of life so that men can quietly bg themselves and 
lead decently shared lives. The community feeling in any 
village in Vermont, even the help and kindliness in a slum 
in London or Bew York, has shown what can be done in that 
direction. • • The common good is the good ot each. • • 
• • • lt is hard to realize how much moral loneliness 
and spiritual isolation there is in e. society where people 
have no roots, no common bonds, no comradely conoerns.3 
There is the essence o~ Steinbeck's belief. Tbe total 
1, Steinbeck, A Russian Journal, p.l64 
2. In Dubious Battle ~.144 
3. Erwin Edman. Canale in the Dark. Included in Present 
Tense, edited.by Sharon Brown, ~.63o 
fulfillment of the common welfare is an end to be reached after 
a long and bitter struggle. But Steinbeck sees its realiza• 
tion with an acuity of vision that is far-sighted and ~rophetio 
and sharp with the understanding of experience. 
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IX. A! ABSTRACT OF!!:!! -.T;;;;;BE=S-I.-.S 
There is much evidence to prove that the social and eco-
nomic histo~ ot California hns exerted a predominant influ-
ence upon the work of John Steinbeck. The gree.t fertile 
valleys of that state have offered .natural op~ortunities for 
extended landholding and for mechanized cu~~ivation which 
have: ohe.tl,.,d the entire picture of agrioul ture·. The farm has 
been.· turned into a "f'ield factory" of large-scale organization 
and mess production. Steinbeck bas been appalled at the social 
consequences of this trend. He has had vision enough to real-
ize that farmers in California are merely pioneers in this 
agricultural development, that the possibilities of the "fac-
tories in the field" are far-reaching and revolutionary. 
He has witnessed a change in relationship between the 
landowner and the farmhand and has had first-hand e~erience 
with the effect of displacement and dispossession among the 
victims of this economic system. 
The industrialized form of agr1eulture has mustered a 
great army of mobile workers who travel ~rom one crop to anoth-
er the length and breadth of California, cornpetinp. tor the 
most pitiful forms of subsistence. Steinbeck found them liv-
ing always stee~ed in poverty and neglect, Their condition 
disturbed him greatly, for he was not inclined to underestim-
ate their strength. He realized that their resentment could 
reach a boiling-point and turn its force into extreme violence. 
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He first called attention to the plight of the migrants in his 
In Dubious Battle (1936), although he had been broodin~ over 
. 
1
._. the ~onsequences ot our machine-age o1vilizo.t1on since the 
publ~oation of Tortilla Flat (1935). 
The flight of native American farmers from the "dust 
bowls" of Oklahoma and Arkansas to swell the ranks of transient 
workers in California provided Steinbeck with the topic and 
the materials for his J!lasterpiece, The Grapes· of' Wreth ( 19~9). 
His investigation of the upheaval caused by their migration 
h_ardened his :perspectives and staked out the course of his 
philosophical thinking. 
The.most salient account of his speculations are included 
in a volume of marine biology, The Sea of Cortez (1941), which 
he wrote in collaboration with his friend Edward Ricketts after' 
a voyage of research along the coast of Southern California. 
He revealed in it his fear of a growing collectivism and of 
an orientation of people towards its various tendencies. He 
explained his theory of the species or the mass as having 
separate impulses from the individuals in it. "A man in a 
group," he says, "isn't himself at all, he's a cell in an or-
ganism that isn't like him anymore than the cells in your 
body arelike you •• •" l 
The groups are periodically infected with a feverish 
~ desire to murder and destroy. This violent trait Steinbeck 
blames upon the factors of economic insecurity, inequality, 
and 1n3ust1ce. He feels thnt-the selfishness of the 'dominant 
1. In Dubious Battle. p. 14~ 
'15 
~) 
humans' in oonoentrnt1n~ ownership and ~ower into tbir own 
hands,is responsible ~or a tooth-an~-olaw struggle between 
the classes. The dominant classes often become ao~t and 
fearful in their security, however; and then many o~ those 
whom they,have deprived of rights develop the cunning and 
the strength to challenge them. 
Steinbeck's principal topic is that of security. The 
search for security in a civilization hag-r1doen with economic 
inJustice forme the theme ~or continuity nmon~ hie major nov-
els. There is a oonstnnt emphasis on faith and a~f1rmation 
in the ideals of the disinherited and a passionate belief in 
the righteousness of their cause. Steinbeck sees in the 
strength of organization, in cooperative activity, in grou~ 
tn1ty, the greatest hope for the attainment of Justice and 
stability. 
His studies of cooperative endeavor seem to sort them-
selves roughly in four categories. The most important is 
an evaluation o~ the group spirit ~rom the perspective of 
'the people'. The second is an examination o~ the 'oominant 
humans' who combine to protect their security against the 
assaults of the less privile~d. The third is the stufly of 
the group nearest Steinbeck's sympathy-- the family. The 
last is the most rifficult to assess; i.e., the altruistic 
devotion of man to man. 
Steinbeck's ooncer.n 1s with the dynamics o~ the situa-
tion; for he feels that in times of unrest groups can RO out 
'16 
( __ _ 
of control end aat with wild beast ferocity., .. The remedy, he 
thinks, lies in the equalization of justice and opporttnity, 
with·seourity shared by all. 
Again ~nd again critics have tried to pin the label of 
"Communist" on Steinbeck. and have classified hie novels as 
''proletarian", but somehow those designations have failed to 
stick. Steinbeck himself considers his function as a writer 
not aa an apologist for any ideological system but as a watch-
dog of society, one who "attacks its injustices" and ''stigma-
tizes its faults". Throughout his works the discerning reader 
finds a steady allegiance to the democratic ideals and an 
insistence upon democratic procedures in the struggle for 
economic security. 
· Steinbeck aoho1arahip is now only beginning, and there 
remains yet for the patient and discriminating scholar a great · 
quarry of researoh·to provide the masonry for what may be a 
monumental study of social tendencies in our era. It is hoped , 
that this thesis may contribute at least a small share towards 
that inevitable end~ 
7'1 
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